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NOTICE.

The present pamphlet is a reprint, with large additions, of the report

in the Educational Times of 1st January 1876, of a lecture " On the

School and College Pronunciation of Greek," which I delivered at the

College of Preceptors on loth December 1875, before an audience that

honoured me with profound attention for more than two hours. Rev.

G. C. Bell, then Head Master of Christ's Hospital, and Vice-President of

the College, in the chair. Its object is to open up the question of the pro-

nunciation of Greek to be used in our classical schools and colleges, and

to substitute a practical reality for our present unscholarlike fiction. It

contains :

—

1. The History of our English Pronunciation of Greek.

2. A full account, with numerous examples and illustrations of what is

here termed the Dionysian Pronunciation of Greek, recom-

mended for use where " quantity " is of importance, and confirmed

by annotated translations of those parts of the treatise of Dionysius

of Halicamassus " on the Collocation of Words," which bear upon

the subject, with a tabular statement of the probable changes of

Greek Pronunciation during 2400 years.

3. A brief account and example of the present Hellenic Pronunciation,

which suffices when " quantity " is of no importance.

4. An explanation and example of Quantified Hellenic Pronunciation,

shewing how "quantity" may be artificially re-introduced, for

the purpose of illustration, without destroying intelligibility to

modern Greeks.

Copies of this Pamphlet have been sent to many Professors of Greek,

and Head Masters of Classical Schools, in the United Kingdom, America,

and the ContiKieiit, and the, atj'tentiok o'f Classical Scholars and Teachers in

general is respectfully bTi£> eajmestJ/aplicited to the re-consideration of this

important; bj-sfnc^f of Gi:eek Scholarship,^ with a view of placing it once

for all 'o*!!* a'i-eal 'Grraek'bftsi^^wtiBh jttiay be received by all civilised

nations. Communications on the subject will be gladly received by the

Author.

ALEXANDER J. ELLIS.

26, Argyll Road, Kensington, London, "W.

August, 1876.



THE ENGLISH, DIONYSIAN, AND HELLENIC

PRONUNCIATIONS OF GREEK.

What would be thought of a teacher of any of the living lan-

guages of Europe, such as English, German, Italian, and French,
who, with malice prepense, taught his pupils to pronounce in a
manner which no speaker of those languages at any time or place
had ever used or even thought of using ? He would most probably
be requested to ventilate his crotchets " on the desert air." But
lias it ever struck the masters of our great public classical schools

and the professors of Greek at our Universities, that they have
been guilty of exactly the same enormity ? Greek is a living lan-

guage, and has never ceased for one day to be a living language,
capable of expressing every poetical and philosophical idea of old,

and of forming expressions for every new thought that arises

now, from the time that Homer slung his lyre over his back
and trudged around Greece,

—

" Singing the dreadful wrath of Achilles the son of Peleus,"

—

down to this morning's issue of an Athenian newspaper. It is a
long period ofhard upon 3000 years, and certainly it required a
great fund ofperverse ingenuity to hit upon a pronunciation which
no Greek could have understood, in all the numerous varieties of
his dialects that have existed throughout this long period and over
that diversified country, and which is mere gibberish to a modern
Greek, accustomed to hear his New Testament read in the original,

and himself speaking and writing a language which would be at
least as intelligible to the shades of Demosthenes and Xenophon,
perhaps even of Pericles, as our London speech of to-day to the
shades of Shakspere and Chaucer, or the living peasants of Devon-
shire and Scptland. Can I be wrong in saying that this is a
simple absurdity, and that it only requires to be brought home to
the heart and mind of teachers to be remedied ? But it must be
brought home. It must not merely command a passing assent, such
as, " It's all true enough; but I don't want to talk with Greeks,
and so I have nothing to do with it." A teacher of Greek has
everything to do with it, or else he becomes a teacher of letters

and not of language, and mummifies the living.

256530



4 ENGLISH PKONUNCIATION OF GREEK.

When Greek learning revived in"Western Europe, where only, and
not in Greece, it had ever died, or rather slept, the teachers were
Greeks from Constantinople, fleeing from the Turks, who finally con-

quered it from the representative of the Roman Empire of the East,

on 29 May, 1453. These Greeks, of course, taught their own pro-

nunciation, which was identical with that now used at Athens. We
know this by the controversy which took place in the sixteenth
century, in consequence of the dialogue between a Hon and a bear
concerning the right pronunciation of Latin and Greek, written
by Erasmus, and dated Basle, 1628.* The following is the history
of the publication of this celebrated book, as furnished by the
Dutch philologist, Gerard Jan Yoss (1557—1689), in his " Aris-
tarchus," book i., chap. 28,t which I translate, with the addition
of a few words inclosed in brackets. "It is probably known to

few by what motive Erasmus was induced to write on the correct

pronunciation [of Greek and Latin], and hence I have thought it

best to subjoin the account which I possess on a piece of paper
written some time since by Henry Kraaisteen [so I retranslate

Voss's Coracopetrseus], a very learned man and well known to

scholars [who says] :
" I have heai'd M. Rutger Resch (who was

Professor of Greek in the Buslidian College in Louvaiii, and my
teacher of happy memory), say. That he lived in the school of

Lille {in LiUensl paedagoged) for about two years at the same time
as Erasmus, who occupied an upper bed-room, while he had a
lower one ; That Henry Glarean, [an intimate friend of Eras-
mus, and a learned Swiss musician, who, in addition to the trouble
he is here represented as having caused, managed utterly to con-
fuse the names of the ancient Greek musical modes, and the ill-

fortune to get his confusion generally accepted by musicians,]
having come from Paris to Louvain, had been invited to dine in

the College by Erasmus, and, on being asked the news at dinner-
time, had said—as he had invented on his journey {quod in itinere

conimentus erat)—knowing that Erasmus was inordinately fond of

novelties and wonderfully credulous {plies satis rerum novdrum
studivsum dc mire credulum)-—Ihat some native Greeks had come
to Paris, miraculously learned tnen, who spoke Greek in apronun-
ciation which differed extremely from that generally received in

these parts {quosdam in CIrcBcid ndtos Liitetiam venisse, vivos ad
mlrdcuhim dodos j qui longe aliam Ch'ceci sermonis pronuncidtionem
I'lsurpdrent, quani quce vulgo in hisce partihus recepta esset) : for ex-
ample, they called B (vita) Beta, and used Eta for H (ita), ai for AI
(eb), oi for 01 (i), and so on : That, soon after hearing this, Erasmus
wrote his dialogue on the right pronunciation of Latin and Greek,
to appear as if he himself were the discoverer, and offered it to

* " Des. Erasini Roterodami de Recta Latini Grs3cique Sermonis Pro-
nunciatione Dialogus." A decidedly amusing book. Reprinted in Haver-
camp's Sylloge, 2, 1—180.

f Amsterdam, 1685, fo. p. 36 ; Foertsch's edition, Halle, 1833, vol. i.,

p. 79. Part of this is quoted from Wetsten by Prof. J. S. Blackie, in his
" Pronunciation of Greek : Accent and Quantity. A Philological Inquiry."
1852.



ENGLISH PRONDNCIATION OP GREEK. 5

Peter of Alost, the printer, for printing ; but, as he happened to be
engaged with other matter, he declined, or, at any rate, said he was
not able to print the book as soon as Easmus wished. That there-

upon it was sent to Froben at Basle, by whom it was soon prmted
and published. But that, when Erasmus found out the trick, he
never afterwards used that method of pronouncing, nor taught
his friends, with whom he lived in terms of intimacy, to follow it.

{Erasmum cognitd fraucle nu7iquam ed j'ronunciandi ratione posted
usiun, nee amicls, quibusmivifamilidi iter vlvebat, ut earn ohservdrent,

prcecepisse.) In proof of this, M. Eutger showed a scheme of pro-
nunciation written by the hand of Erasmus himself (a copy of
which I still possess), for the use of Dauiian de Goes, of Spain,
which in no way differs from that which learned and unlearned
use everywhere for this language {in nullo dlverswrn ah ed, qua
passim clocti et indoeti in hdc lirigud Htuntur).—Hein-icus Coraco-
petrseus Cuccensis [of Kuik, in North Brabant ?], Neomagi [Nij-
megen], 1569 [41 years after the publication of Erasmus's dialogue],
the eve of St. Simon and St. Jude [27th Oct.]."

The great English apostles of this new faith, invented by
Glarean as a bit of fun to poke at his friend Erasmus, were Sir
John Cheke, tutor to Prince Edward, afterwards Edward YL, and
Sir Thomas Smith, successively Public Orator at Cambridge, Pro-
vost of Eton, and Secretary of State to Edward VI. These gentle-
men entered into a spirited controversy with the well-known
Stephen Gardiner, bishop of Winche»*;er, then Chancellor ofthe
University of Cambridge, who defended the living Greek pronun-
ciations with all the vehemence of language and official tyranny
for which he became noted. Thus, after setting forth the present
modern Greek pronunciation then in general use,* he decrees in

The following are his words, which are, at least so far as they go
(they are by no means complete), an authoritative accoimt of the pro-

nunciation of Greek current in England in the middle of the sixteenth

century. (Compare Appendix IV.) The "quantities" are added.
" Diphthongos Graecas, nedum Latinas, nisi id diaeresis exigat, sonis ne

diducito, neve divellito, quaesitam usu alter! vocaliujn praerogatlvam nc
adimito, sed ut marem fceminae dominari sinito, quae vero earum in coni-

muuionem soni usu convenerunt, iis tu negotium ne facessito.

Ai ab 6, 01 et €t ab i sono ne distinguito, tantum in orthographia dis-

crimen servato. i) i v uno eodemque sono exprimito: cujusque tamen
propriam in orthographia sedem diligenter notato.

In /f et 7 quoties cum diphthongis aut vocalibus sonos i aut e referenti-

bus consonantur, quoniam a doctis etiamnum in usu variantur, alils den-
siorem, aliis tenuiorem sonum aflSngentibus, utriusque proniu]t"ationis

modiun discito, ne aut horum aut illorum aures offendfis, neve de sonis

litem inutiliter excites ; caeterum qui in his sonus a pluribus receptus est,

ilium frequentato.

B hteram ad exemplum nostri b ne inspissato, sed ad imitationem v
consonantis moUius proferto.

Literas tt et r, item 7 et k, pro loco et situ alios atque alios sonos
admittere memento. Itaque t et tt tum demum )8 quum proxime locantur,

haec post /It, iUa post u, his locis videhcot litera t referat nostrum d, tt

vero b nostrum exprimat.

Litera porr5 7 cum proxima sedem occupet ante « x> ^^f aliud 7, huic
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1542 that if any one uses any other pronunciation he shall be ac-

counted a fool {hitnc hominem, quisquis is erit, ineptiim omnes
habento) ; if a member of the senate, he shall either recant or

be expelled ; if a candidate, he shall not be allowed to take any
degree of honour ; if a student, he should not be accounted such

;

and if a boy, he shall be flogged at home (puerllem denique teme-

ritdtem, si quid publice ansa fuerit, donii apud suds castigdri

curdto ;) and the Vice-Chancellor and Proctors are charged with
the execution of this decree.* Of course, " humanities " were not
to be controlled by such " inhumanities " as Gardiner's, and
Cheke's and Smith's scheme, which suited English pronunciation
in the sixteenth century, succeeded in establishing itself, although
utterly detestable to a Greek ear, as indeed Sir Thomas Smith
testifies, on the only occasion when he was able to speak with a
Greek, "a learned and polite man," he says, but who "got into

a heat as soon as I began to speak of that pronunciation, and
called Erasmus an ass [^Badinuin], in downright French, for having
introduced such broad [yastoti] sounds and harsh diphthongs into

Greek." t But the pronunciation of English has changed greatly

since that time, and the English pronunciation ot Greek with it,

so that the latter has become very unlike the Erasmian, and more
frightful than ever. In Germany the result has been a little

different, but it is still hateful to Greeks. In both countries these
would-be reformers continued to write the Greek accent marks
most carefully, and as carefully utterly ignored their existence in

speaking, but treated the words as if they were Latin, and placed
their substitute for the Latin accent (which is wholly post -classical)

npoB that syllable which would have had a high pitch of the voice
according to Latin rules, although these differed in principle and
practice from Greek habits. To read French with the English
position and nature of the accent, and the English pronunciation
of the letters, would be delightful in comparison

!

The one solitary excuse for this linguistic madness (I can in-

vent no milder term) is that we are thus able to preserve the
*' quantity" of the syllables. Of course the old Greeks did not un-
derstand how to pronounce their own language in such a way as

to bring out the quantity, although there is a tolerably well estab-

tu non suurn, sed sonum v literae accommodato. k autem post y poaitas

eonura 7 affingito.

Ne multa. In sonis omnino ne philosophator, sed utitor prsesentibus.

In his si quid emendandum sit, id omne autoritati permittito. Publice
vero protiteri quod ab autoritate sancita diversum, et consuetudine
loquendi recepta alienum sit, nefas esto.

Quod hie exprimitur, id consuetudini consentaneum diicito, hacte-
nusque pareto." Havercamp, 2, 205.

* The whole controversy in England and Holland has been collected in
two biilky volumes by Havercamp. Sylloge Scriptorum qui de Hnguae
Graecae vera et recta pronuntiatione commentarios reliquerunt. Lugd.
Bat. [Leyden], 1736, 8vo, pp. 476; and Index. Sylloge Altera . . . Lugd.
Bat. 1740, 8vo. pp. 726, and Index. Gardiner's edict is in vol. 2, pp. 205-7.

t Havercamp, 2, 481.
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lished tradition that they regulated their rhythms by quantity
only, and never used the Latin accent. But our Latin treason
against Greek does not succeed in its object. The only cases in

which our usual pronunciation of Greek shews quantity are when
€ rj or o (o occur in final syllables ending in a consonant, or when any
vowels and diphthongs occur in the last syllable but one of words
of more than two syllables. It is needless to say that, if we are
to read Greek verse at all with regard to rhythm, we must pre-
serve both the quantity and the accent. We have quite a right
to read ancient Greek verse without rhythm, for there are no
Greeks alive that read it with rhythm.* We have also quite a
right not to learn or teach Greek at all. But this is a matter not
under discussion. It is known that Greek is taught, and that
Greek verses are read, and that boys and young men are incited

by prizes even to write imitation Greek verses. Then it seems
to me to follow that they should be taught to pronounce Greek
in a way that would have been intelligible to Greeks at some
epoch or other, and to read ancient Greek verse in a way that
would have been intelligible to Greeks at an epoch when quantity
still regulated verse and the nature of accent remained un-
changed. None of these things are now done. We change the
nature of accent from an alteration of pitch to an alteration of

force, precisely as the modern Greeks are in the habit of doing,
but arbitrarily neglect the position of the accent, which the
modern Greeks observe, and we systematically neglect quantity,
except in the cases just mentioned.
To shew how we neglect quantity as well as accent, take the so-

called definite article 6 f] to; how do we distinguish these words
from w e T<S which are utterly different in quantity, accent, and
meaning ? At least I was always taught to read both sets as o) i rat.f

How can we tell that in tIs tI the vowel is precisely the same in
quantity and accent, when we read them tis ra'i ? To take words
of two syllables, koKos koXXos are often both called koX oo- ; how do
we know that the first syllables are different in length, and that
the two words are accented differently ? Some will read them
KtjXoa- Kokos, and then what becomes of the Attic short vowel in

* One learned Greek assured me that hoys are taught, when reading
ancient Greek verse, to shift the accent from the written syllable to that
under the ictus, which would make Homeric Hexameters Hke Longfel-
low's ! But two others have told me that this is not usually the case, and
one of them kindly read me a passage from Euripides, in a manner which
did not leave a shadow of rhythm.

t In order to keep to one system of exhibiting sotmds. the Greek
letters and accents are employed even for EngHsh sounds, with the mean-
ing assigned in the Dionysian Pronunciation explained in Appendix I.,

but in addition 9 is used for an indistinct sound like our u and e in butter^

and at o'i aov lov for the diphthongs in hiffh hoy how you. A turned period (•)

represents the EngHsh force accent or stress, placed after a long vowel or
the consonant following a short one. Of course b d g^ z, sh zh, y yh, w
wh are also required. The English reader must remember to pronounce
»j as e in there, i as ee in peer, and ov as ou in soup.
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the first syllable of the first ? Again, take *caXe koXtj, words of

very different meaning, and with different final quantities, which are
left undistinguished whether we call them both kt^Xl or both koXi.

Lot us go to words of three syllables, the very stronghold of our
system, and take the typical avdpcoTros. We laugh at the modern
Greek's "false quantity" when he says av'Oponoa-, forgetting that
he does not pretend to observe quantity at all, but only the place,

not the kind, of accent ; and forgetting that we, who do not ob-
serve either the place or kind of accent, in order, as we assert, to
mark the quantity, in saying avdpco-Troa-, usually make the first

syllable short instead of long. Take the two words diari and
dtoTi, we call them both dai-ori or daidrai. What is the vowel
in the second syllable, a e or o? What is the length of the
first I ? Does it differ from that of the second ? And when we
take the forms 8id ri and 5t' b,TL, where the vowels have precisely
the same length, why do we say da'i » rai and da'i a ra'i ? Take the
words at the beginning of the Iliad, aetSe Sea. ; how do we know
that they were not written dWrj dr)a, which would be pronounced
in precisely the same way ? The word mSi, in the third line, is

not pronounced in the same way because we know that the second
vowel is short, but it is often called ij idai, whereas the third vowel
is identical with the second. These few examples will shew that
our pretext of preserving quantity is absolutely inconsistent with
our practice.

" But we must pronounce Greek somehow, and it is really of

very little consequence what-how, because we shall never speak
with an old Greek certainly, and very seldom with a modern
Greek probably," it may be urged,—and I am quite willing to leave

those who venture to urge such an argument to do as they like,

provided they keep their noise to themselves, as we lock-up
smokers in their own compartments on railways. In the mean-
time I will endeavour to show how Greek may be pronounced in

a manner which would have been intelligible to Aristophanes of

Byzantiumwho inventedthe accent marks forthe use of foreigners

;

to Diony'sios of Halicarnassos, who would have been much sur-

prised if any one told him, the great Greek authority in Rome in

the first century before Christ, that he could not read Euripides,
when he criticised the false manner in which that author's verses
were set to music ; to Poly'bius, Arrhiauos, Plu'tarchos, Strabon,
Liicianos, the authors of the Septuagint Version, the writers of the
New Testament and the earliest Greek Fathers. Aye, but where
are all the great names ? where are Aischy'los, Sophocles, Euri-
pides, Aristophanes ? where Andocides, Antiphon, Thoucydides ?

where Isocrates, Xenophon, Platon, Aristoteies? where Demos-
thenes and Aischines ? Quite true. But if we can read their

writings as well as Diony'sios of Halicarnassos read them,
should we not be satisfied ? Would not any one here be satisfied

with Phelps's pronunciation of Shakspere? Yet we know for

certain that it is very different from that used in Shakspere's
time, much more different, in fact, although the difference is of a
similar kind, than the pronunciation of Diony'sios of Halicarnas-
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SOS from that of the old Greek authors just named,* For ray own
part I am more than satisfied, I am thankful, that I can step out
of our bottomless English bog on to such a firm Greek embank-
ment.
On 5 Nov. 1875, 1 communicated to the Philological Society a

detailed account of the results at which I had arrived on investi-

gating all existing sources for determining the history of Greek
pronunciation, of which some have been published but receutly,t
and others are not yet generally known,;]; basing ray researches
not only upon actual consultation of the documents, but their

laborious discussion chiefly by German philologists. The general
conclusion at which I arrived may be roughly stated thus. For
the last thousand years the pronunciation of Greek was indistin-

guishable i'rom that now used in Athens, except in the earlier

half of that millennium when some (by no means all) speakers
pronounced rj as rj (or e in there) instead of l (or ee in 2^' <i>'),

and also pronounced both ot and iJ as v (that is, as the modern
French u). These pronunciations are the distinctive marks of the
preceding thousand years, reaching to B.C. 125, or a l.ttle earlier,

but during the earlier half of this millennium the feeling for

quantity and acceut (which broke down at the latter end of the
8rd century a. d.) was still in force, the aspiratj was possibly
used both before vowels and p, (a mere revival which lasted but
a short time,) and there was, I believe, more of the sound of ov

heard in the diphthongs av ev, which were not o/i e^ or a(f) f(f),

but more like aou/3, eou/i or aov<p, fovcj), with faint /3, 0. This
covers the whole time of the writers whose pronunciation I aim at

reproducing, who all lived in the earlier part ol this second millen-
nium as reckoned from the present time. From thence to B.C.

403, when the Athenians officially changed their s}>elliiig, there
were several transitions, and 1 cannot feul in any degree certain

respecting the changing usages of any part of that tune, though
probably in the third century B.C., tlie time of Aristotcles and
Demosthenes, a good deal of tiie pronunciation can be established.

Bub the 30 years preceding B.C. 403 were the time of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, when there was evidently much change, and before

* In order to be intelligible to an unprepared audience the Greek names
in this Lecture were all pronounced as usual in England, but I liave endHa-
voured, by j.dding the Greek accents and adopting Greek spelling, to en-
able the reiider, by help of the Appendix, to pronounce tlxcm either in the
Dionysian or modern Greek fashion. In Appendix V., thoy will be found
written in Greek characters, and distributed according^ to date.

t Boeclvh's Corpus Inscriptiouum Graecarum, 1828-33 53. Kirch-
hoif's Studies on the Greek Alphabet 1863—7; his old Attic Inscrip-

tions 1874, (studied by Cauer 1875 in Curtius's Studien S, 223—302),
Weber's Indian Transcriptions 1871 ; Newton and Hicks's Old Attic In-
scriptions in the British Museum 1874. Disquisitions in Curtius's Grund-
ziige der grieohischen Etymologie, 4th Edition, 1873.

X Transcriptions of Greek into Latin Letters in MSS. of the 9th, 12th,

and loth centuries, Latin written in Greek letters, 6th, 7th and 8th cen-
turies.
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that, up to B.C. 5?0, when Peisistratos collected the poems of

Homeros, and written Greek literature may be said to have
commenced, we have the old Attic period for which great uncer-
tainty prevails and the old writing is ambiguous and insufficienc.

Of course it is well known that our present Greek spelling is me-
dieval, and of no assistance whatever in these researches. The
difficulty of such transition periods is not to know what sounds
were used by some one at some t me or other, but to ascertain at

what time one sound ceased—not to be used, but— to be usual,

and the other supplied its place. Thus, I have been able to form a
very precise notion of the pronunciation of English during the
14th and 16th centuries, but the transition period of the 15th
baffles me altogether. This will explain the difficulty which I feel

in trying to discover the changes in Greek pronunciation during
the five hundred j^ears preceding the second millennium reckoned
upwards from the present day. Before B.C. 630, everything is

mere conjecture, although we have some inscriptions from the
island of Thera, usually refer.-ed to B.C. 620.

Now I am not going to trouble you with this investigation,

which is not only very long and difficult to follow, but not in

point for our present object, as no uncertain pronunciation could
be proposed for school or college use.* The great objection to the
Erasmian scheme was that it was purely conjectural. To avoid
this rock, I select from all these diiJerent possible pronunciations
one which I call the Dionysian, because I can feel no doubt that
it represents in all essentials the pronunciation of Diony'sios of
Halicarnassos, who is the earliest and most direct authority on
the subject that we possess, since the works of Aristophanes of
Byzantium have not come down to us.t In this Dionysian form
Greek came to Cicero, Virgil, and Horace, the last of whom
naturalised Greek lyric metres in Rome. It is the latest form
which retained all the feeling of ancient quantity and accent, the
form which Greek rhetoricians and grammarians had especially

elaborated and studied for the purpose of teaching their language
to Romans, and the form which was used when the present ortho-
graphy of Greek was settled. The movement which has been so
happily bagun for abolishing our abominable English perversion
of Latin, and reverting to a classical type, necessarily involves a
similar treatment of Greek, and would seem to point to the con-
temporary pronunciation of the two languages during the century
before and the century after our era, as that which we should
seek to restore. This gives us as a result Ciceronian Latin and
Dionysian Greek.

* In Appendix V. I have given a more detailed view of these changes
distributed over eight or nine periods, but generally without assigning
reasons, some of which however will be found in the notes to the transla-

tion of Diony'sios in Appendix VE.

t A Tabular Statement of my view of the Dionysian Pronunciation
•will be found in Appendix I., which should now be consulted. The justifi-

cation of this view will be found in the annotated translation of all the

passages in Diony'sios's writings bearing on the subject, in Appendix VI.
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Diony'sios, as we shall see in tlie passages which I shall read to

you [Appendix III.], lays great stress on quantity and accent. As
to quantity it should offer no difficulty, and in my lecture in June
1874, now printed as a book with many developments, under
the name of Practical Hints on the Quantitative Pronuncia-
tion of Latin (Macmillan 1874), every necessary detail is given.

Suffice it to note that difference of length in a vowel does not
alter its sound. It is absurd to say that the vowels in mane,
7nieni wine, goat, tune, are the long sounds of the vowels in man,
men, win, got, tun. Hence the first practice is to hold one sound,
as a, for one or two swings of a pendulum or of the hand, without
altering its pitch or sound. This is best done by prefixing a
consonant as nd na ira, nd, rrd, na nd, nd na at a uniform pitch

of the voice.

All syllables having a long vowel are long, and from the scheme
given below it is seen that all that is necessary to make the Greek
orthography indicate the proper sounds, is to place the long
marks over the vowels d, f, v, when they are long " by nature." It

is extremely difficult to find out when they are so, and when the
printed book is not so marked,the master should first read aloud the
passage to be studied, and the pupils should place a pencil mark
under every long d r v which occurs in it. No teacher ought to

suppose that a pupil knows the quantities of these " doubtful
"

vowels intuitively, or expect him to discover them by painful
consultation of Lexicons.
There are many long syllables having a short vowel, the length

being due to combinations of following consonants, and as these

are easily learned, they need not be marked. In the transcribed
examples in the Appendix, I have indicated these cases by placing

a short mark over the vowel and a hyphen between the consonants,
because the common fault is to say that the vowel, instead of the
syllable, is "long by position." What has to be acquired is a
habit of dwelling on the consonant sufficiently to make the length
of the syllable apparent, and this is especially necessary with
double consonants. Let Englishmen compare un-owned with
unknown, blacking with black king, &c.

As there are no slurred vowels, but merely aphaeresis and crasis,

which are almost invariably indicated in writing, and as there is no
unpronounced final consonant in Greek, like the old Latin s before

consonants and m before vowels, the question of quantity in Greek
is much simpler than in Latin. But there are even more combina-
tions which may make the preceding vowel form a long as well as a
short syllable (as the first syllables of tek-vu, re-Kva vv. 1 & 6, e8-pds,

€-dpdu vv. 2 & 13, in the passage from Sophocles, in App. III.),

and initial combinations which invariably or generally react on
the preceding vowel (as didi T7-poia\\r€u, v. 3 of the passage from
Homer, inApp, III.) The general (perhaps not invariable) assimila-

tion of final j/to the subsequent consonant,which shows itself in very
early Attic inscriptions, before B.C. 400, bears a striking analogy
to the assimilation of final Latin m before a consonant, which I
pointed out in my lecture on Latin, but there is no identity of
practice.
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The musical accent is very much more varied in Greek than it

was in Latin ; but as we have many of the varieties in the mode of
modulating our voice at the ends of interroeative or affirmative

phrases, the difficulty will be found to consist, not in apprehendin^jj

the nature of a musical accent, nor in itnilating it in isolated

words, but in acquiring a sufficiently ready control over onr organs
to bring it in on all occasions in peaces which are unfamiliar to our
habits. Suppose we are askijig whether we are to do a thing
" so" and are answered that we are, we should ask, so f= era? (4),*

with a high pitch of voice, and be answered, so = aco (2), in a much
lower pitch. The former so has an acute, the latter so a grave
vowel. Again, in English we may often cry out oh!=a) (5), or answer
no^po) (5), making both o's very long, beginning them both with
a high pitch, and gliding down in pitch as we hold them on.

These are the true circumflexed sounds. We may do this with a
diphthong, as in " not now !" = v6t vaov (5), when the descent of the
voice is especially felt on the second element. All these cases

occur in Greek, as may be seen by the examples of monosyllables

(1) to (5) in Appendix II. I may remark that I find it conveni-

ent to distinguish syllables as affected by force into strong and
loeak, as affected by length into long and short, and as affected by
pitch into high and lotv, to which I add down when the pitch

begins high and glides to low. For purposes ofteaching, it is neces-

sary to combine the names for length and pitch, and we hence
obtain the terms high-long, high-short, low-long, low-short, down-
long (there is no down -short), which may be conveniently con-
tracted into hhfh, lit, low, lo, doivn respectively, and written more
simply liigh hi, h.iv lo, doivn, the full and abridged spelling

sufficiently indicating long and short duration, which should be
imitated when reading the words, while the sound of the words
high and loiv shews the pitch, which should however be imitated
in reading. Pronounced thus, with the pitch and length which
they denote, these "rhythmical names" will be found very ser-

viceable in teaching to read by quantity and mui^ical accent.

We have many more variations of pitch for monosyllables in

English, all determining meaning, but as they are not marked in
Greek, I need not trouble you with them. It must, however, be ob-

served that these pitch accents do not add at all to the force or loud-
ness of the words. Words with a high pitch, as Ka\ = Krj, fxev, Se, 8t],

may be, and in such cases as these almost always must be, touched
very lightly, whether long or short. This is best seen in combina-
tion thus ; ifwe ask did she ?=^did shi (9), and receive the answer, she

did= shi did (10), we have in each case a long syllable with a short
vowel, did = did, in the oidinary pitch, and a very short syllable,

she -shi, in a high pitch, but in different orders. That is, we have
low-ht (9) and hi-Uw (10). Again, if we shout for Mary ! we most
probably say firjpi (9), with a long and a short like did she ? or

^iripi' (7) with two long syllables, but at the same time raise the

* These immbers affixed to the English examples refer to the Greek
examples of Dionysian Quantity and Accent in the Appendix II.
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voice on the last syllable. That is, we have low-lii (9) and low-

higk (7). Again, if we ask, did you say he earned we end with
* Krjfi (11), where we have a short low syllable followed by a high
long, or lo-hlgh (11) ; and if the answer is, no surely, the last word
sni-ely = shovpXi (8), has a long high followed by a short low syllable,

high-Id (8). If we ask of an omnibus conductor. City ?=<titI (13),

we have two short syllables, of which the second is high,
that is Zo-/w (13). But if we cry, it's a pity

!

^ttIti (12), we have
two short syllables, of which tha first is high, or htlo (12).

Finally, if we talk of a mill-streai)i = fxtX' a-Tpi/j. (6), we have a
high long followed by a low long syllable, or high-low (6). All
these are complicated in English by the action of stress ; but,

neglecting that, we find precisely the same in Greek. In a word of
two syllables, both may be long, one long and one short,

or both short, and the high pitch may fall upon either the first,

or second syllable, giving eight varieties, high-low (6), ldiv-high{7),

hlgh-lo (8), loiv-hi (U), Ju-loiv (10), Id-high (11), hi-lo (12), and Id -In

(13), for which Greek examples are given in Appendix II., which
should now be consulted. In practising them the artificial sylla-

ble, high-lmv, &c., of each class should first be pronounced many
times, until it can be uttered with ease and certainty. These
words being English, the attention of the learner will thus be
devoted to the length and pitch only. Also I have found it con-
venient to indicate the pitch by a lower and higher position of

the hand or finger, and the quantity by the length of time during
which the hand is held high and low. Not until the feeling of

proper length and pitch is thoroughly obtained, should the Greek
words themselves be used, and then each Greek word should be
pronounced at least six times, however well it may be hit off" the
first time, and much oftener if not properly pronounced at first,

in order to train the muscles of speech properly.

But the long syllable in four of the above cases may also be down
and long. Thus the exclamation d^ar me! is often pronounced
dip /it ! downlmo, while oh dear ! becomes « dip, or Idwd6w7i{14b). We
may hear an Englishman exclaim how cosey ! with the last word
pronounced Koyzi as doivnlo (15), and we often hear from a mother
to a daughter an expostulatory reproving my dear l = pi dip ! as 16-

doivn (16). The form downlow never occurs in Greek, because the
Greek feeling required a down- syllable, which was necessarily
long, to be always followed by a short syllable, which was gene-
I'ally low, but exceptionally high when certain words, called encli-

tics, followed. Examples of the other three cases are given in

Appendix II., Nos. (14) to (16), which should be practised in the
same way as the preceding exercises.

In considering the accents on words of more than two syllables,

we may omit from present consideration, though not from school

practice, almost all those cases which consist of low syllables pre-

fixed to two final syllables, treated like the words of two syllables

already mentioned. The only two cases of any difiiculty are

those where the penultim is short and high. The difficulty is

to avoid lengthening this short syllable when raising its pitch
;

and this difficulty is increased by the absence of such combinations
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in English questions and answers, which however can be made
by artificial, rhythmical words, thus luwlulo (17), lowMlow (18),

lolulo (19), and lolulow (20), exemplified by Greek words given
under these numbers in Appendix II., to be practised as above.
Of the other cases, those in which the penultim is short and low

need no illustration, as they offer no difficulty, whether the prece-
ding or following syllable is long or short, high or low, or the
final syllable circumflexed. The only two cases which I need
notice are those in which the penultim is long and low, and the
preceding syllable is high, such as hlglilowlo (21), and lulowlo (22)
which are common, and occasion some difficulty. These are also

exemplified in Appendix II. under these numbers. Exercise in
these words should sufiice to make the use of pitch accents easy,

and will be found to throw a wonderful light on the hitherto
dreary theory of a system of accentuation never neglected in wri-
ting, and never observed in speaking. Of course a school-boy
must learn his grammar with these accents from the first, and
thus associate sign and sound indissolubly. His first verb ruTrro)

or ^ovkevco would teach him everything. Beginners would feel no
difficulty if the master would only take the trouble to acquire
the Dionysian pronunciation, and especially to be both ready and
steady in distinguishing both accent and quantity. This is no
slight trouble, as I know by experience, to organs accustomed to
a totally different system of reading Greek ; but if teachers have
any desire to communicate even a slight conception of ancient
Greek rhythm in prose and verse, they must practise themselves
until they are perfect, and can declaim or read off passages in

illustration. If the master bungles, he must not be surprised at
his pupils playing at " follow my leader." But when the master
has privately overcome his own difficulties, he will better be able

to lend a helping hand to his pupils, and put them on the right

road, for he will have learned where the difficulties lie. This is

certainly making a foreign language of Greek. But it should
never be forgotten thatOreek really is a foreign language, differ-

ing from English in character of pronunciation, and especially in

accent and quantity, as much as in words. When Greek is taught
properly, sound and symbol will be learned together, as in French
and German. The difficulty mainly consists in getting rid of
vicious habits already ingrained.
But you will observe that in these examples I have said nothing

offeree or loudness, that is, of strong and weak syllables, which
are the bearers of the English and of the modern Hellenic force-

accents, and in the latter language replace the ancient high and
low syllables. The reason is that just as in English, if we
only observe the fixed strong and weak syllables, we may do almost
what we like with the long and short, and with the high and low,

which we use for the purpose of oratorj^ and expression, and which
merely modify and do not regulate rhythm ; so in Dionysian Greek,
if we only observe the long and short, and the high and low syl-

lables, which must never be for one instant neglected, we may
do just what we like with the strong and weak syllables, and use
them for the purposes of oratory and expression. There is no
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reason why we should not, if we choose, continue to make the
same syllables strong and weak in Greek as we do now ; or, still

better, make the stress always accompany raised pitch, provided
that we never sacrifice the long and short, high and low syllables

to the strong; but it will be often found convenient, for the pur-
poses of rhythm and expression, to follow other plans, and for

ordinary sustained reading to aim at that evenness of force which
is the great peculiarity of French speech. The renovned apais

and OecTLs, which were exactly, interchanged in meaning by the
later grammarians who did not understand them, referred evidently
to beating time with the foot, whence the use of ttou? as a measure
of length in versification, and it is just possible that in the decla-

mation of verse certain syllables in every foot were regularly
made stronger than the others, as is done with French words
when set to music, but not in declamation. Whether this were
really the case or not, it may be found acTvantageous to assume it

in first teaching Greek metres to a school boy ; but remembering
that difference of length is what we wish to make prominent, care
should be taken not to make the difference of strength so prodi-

giously absurd as I have often heard it in scansion at school.

But in prose the feeling of the moment must dictate the use of

the stress which forms strong and weak syllables. Only take care
of the long and short and the high and low syllables, without
which ancient Greek rhythm is impossible. We must also avoid
making the short syllables indistinct, and hurrying over them as
if they were unimportant. The short syllables should be pro-
nounced quite deliberately, but the long syllables should be made
perceptibly longer. The Scotch pronunciation of English in this

respect more resembles the quantitative pronunciation of Greek.
The peculiar Scotch alterations of pitch should also be noted, as
they will assist in the comprehension of Greek accents ; but, so
far as I know, the only languages which have real musical accents
at the present day are Norwegian and Swedish ; in these, how-
ever, the laws of accentuation are more complicated than in
Greek or Latin, and founded on different principles.* To illus-

* Prof. Johann Storm, in the Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs For-
handhnger (Transactions of the Society of Science) for 1874, says of

Norwegian accent :—" Two words may be in other respects identical, and
even have their accents on the same syllable, and yet have a totally

different sound to our ears. A foreigner can scarcely hear any difference

between ' Solen gaar ned i Ves'ten^ (the sun sets in the West) and
'i Ves'ten' (in the waistcoat). To us he seems to pronounce the word
most like Ves'ten." The former he calls the compound accent, saying,

—

'* The voice begins below the concluding or fundamental tone, and glides

with portamento, an apparently endless transition, down about a Third, and
then jumps up into an unaccented [meaning weak] final syllable, or, so to

say, leaps back to the fundamental tone which had been waited for from
the fiist, and was present to the consciousness of both speaker and
listener." Hence Prof. Storm's Ves'ten would be as nearly as possible

Pai<rr4v in Dionysian Greek. The effect of this gradual fall of the pitch
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trate this Dioaysiaii proiiuuciationoF Greek, I will read some well-

known pieces of verse, aui refpiesb youi- attentiou to the observ-
ance of the usages whi(;h I have explained *

The two fifsb odes of Aiiacreoiif" are iii the easiest possible metre

:

their ^ jlic dialect is of no eoLisequence when one consistent pro-

nnnciation is chosen. The opening lines of the Iliad—the prayer
by the n6\ iov-<p\oLZ-hoi-(o OuXdalz, as we delight in calling it, and
t le action of Apollo—are in Homeric Greek, which, like Ana-
creon's, is older than the classical Attic, but the passages are
familiar, both in matter and metre. For Attic Iambics I have
selected the opening speech of the CEdipus Rex of Sophocles.

I sugge.-^t the use of the contracted names for long and short, high
and low syllables, as substitutes for the Greek words in first using
these examples, in order to fix the rhythm, as determined by
length and diversified by pitch, clearly in the pupil's mind, with-
out the distraction of the original Greek words. Each line should
be taken separately, and well and readily pronounced with the
rhythmical words first, to give the pupil an abstract conception
of the strange rhythm, unclouded by words. Thus the first

Ode of Anacreou gives the following " rhythmic word^" (omitting

the long and short marks, as being sufficiently indicated by the
spelling) by which the extreme diversity of rhythmic effect pro-

of the voice in the first strong syllable, and its sudden rise on the last

weak sjdlable, is very remarkable. It for ever refutes an idea entertained

by many that great force and high pitch necessarily go together. The
other accent which he writes Ves'ten he calls simple. It is a kind of

reversed circumflex, an up instead of a down glide. " The voice is set

on in alow tone, and then rapidly rises with a quiet utterance through three

or four tones (that is, a Third or a Fourth) and at the same time diminishes

in strength." This does not occur in Greek, hut may be written by
prefixing a grave accent to an acute, thus ^ea-Tcv, the first syllable

beginning low and ending high, and the last syllable being low.

Entirely similar phenomena occur in Swedish, as I have been able to

verify with the help of three Swedish gentlemen, Doctors Hoglund,
Widholm, and Erdmann, who were kind enough to read to me, and let

me examine their words. The voice^ however, does not glide through so

large an interval in Swedish. It is remarkable that in Danish the accent

is entirely difi'erent, and most peculiar, consisting of a check of the voice,

while in Icelandic no trace of either Danish or Norwegian accent remains,

though all four languages descend from the same stock.
* Alltlu'exam[)les given in Appendices II., III., IV. (copies of which were

distributed at tlio lectm-e) were actually read out to the audience, chiefly

compost d of classical teachers. In most cases, parts were first incidentally

explained, so as to prepare the ear. Then the whole piece of poetry was
declaimed in a manner calculated to bring out the full meaning and
sonorous rhythm, as a piece of English poetry would be given at a public

reading. Finally the prose was delivered in a quiet lecture-roum style,

which was best suited 1o its content. An attempt was thus made to

revivify the old form of the language, and bring it home to the listener as

a real living thing, and not a dead school exercise.

t They are supposed to be spurious. But this is of no consequence as

an exercise. They are at least ancient.
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duced by the double action of quantity and accent will become
evident :

—

hilow Mlow loh-ighlow

2. hilow hi highlo highlow
low highlolow hi lowdown

4. hilowlo downlo lowdown
highlowlo downlo highlow

6. high high hilow hilowlo

lowhigh hi downlo highlow
8. lowlowhilow hilow hi

hilowlo lowlohighlow
10. highlowlo lowhi lowdown

highlowlo low hilow hi

12. hilow hilowlo highlow

As an example of prose, nothing seemed to me more appropriate
when reading in the pi'onunciauion of Diony'sios of Halicarnass'os,

than selections from the two well known passages in which he
describes the vowels and lays down the laws of accent and quan-
tity. These examples with the others and the scheme ofpronun-
ciation are, for ease of reference, placed together in the Appendix.
In every case where the vowels were not express 3d in the original

by the simple signs a rj l a vae cov or ov, and in all cases of assimi-

lation, I have placed the simple characters below, and I have
even re-spelled many other words and paits of woids in order to

indicate the pronunciacion more distinctly. By well studying
these passages, and repeating them over and over again by sylla-

bles, words, and sentences, till they run glibly off the tongue, the
student cannot fail to form a decent notion of Dionysian pronun-
ciation, which I venture to suggest ibr adoption in our classical

schools and colleges, where it is considered important to under-
stand the nature of ancient Greek verse.

But for merely historical, philosophical, or theological purposes
this additional and diflBcult study of pitch accent and quantity is

entu'ely unnecessary. There is, then, no excuse whatever for not
using the Hellenic pronunciation in which Greek first came to us,

and which has been employed in its integrity for five hundred
years, (since the time of our Chaucer,) and, with the exception of

a varying use affecting two letters and one combination only,

T] V oi, (very much less than the difference between present Edin-
burgh and London speech,) has been employed by every Greek for

fourteen hundred years, that is, from the time when Hengest and
Horsa are supposed to have first brought English to our shores,

so that it has a hoary antiquity in comparison with our childish

upstart habits. To shew the nature of this pronunciation and its

glaring difference from the Dionysian, I will read the last extract

from Diony'sios respecting accent and quantity in the present
Greek pronunciation, which I have myself been in the habit of

using for more than thirty years.*

In Appendix IV., will be found a brief summary of the points in

which Hellenic or IVlodern Greek Pronunciation differs from the Dio-

nysian, and the passage above referred to is there printed phonetically.

C
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This modern Hellenic pronunciation is not at all difficult to
anyone who can pronounce the Welsh, German, and Scotch gut-

tural, which is in fact the only new sound to be learned. It will

not do to confuse k and x> ^s in our present English Greek, for

that would be as bad as to confuse h with ch in German, that is

to say, it is utterly destructive of meaning. It is not of so much
importance to keep y distinct from g, because g never occurs except
when generated after the sound of ng ; but of course those who
can learn the sound of Dutch g*, which is the same as the Ger-
man g in Tage, should do so. The nature of the modern Greek
accent and quantity, and the general tone of speech, is also so

like English that they present no difficulty whatever ; whereas I
find that the musical accent is a great stumbling-block at first,

because it is so thoroughly un-English, and makes the declama-
tion of Greek fully as difficult as that of French—and we all know
how wretchedly schoolboys, as a rule, learn to read out a simple
piece of French prose. The Hellenic pronunciation really suffices

for everything but the study of ancient versification—a very plea-

sant esthetical study to some minds, but, involving entirely unu-
sual elements, which cannot be properly appreciated without much
hard labour of a peculiar kind, certainly not suitable for general
school purposes. It is indeed lamentable to find boys spending
years over acquiring such an appreciation of the rules of Latin
and Greek rhythm as will enable them to write what passes as
Latin and Greek "verses" (they wisely don't call it "poetry")
without havino: any correct conception of the nature of English
rhythm. But, be it so ; suppose that musical accent is too trouble-
some to be acquired in conjunction with the preservation of

quantity, but that a knowledge of the laws of classical rhythm is

indispensable, and hence a knowledge of the quantities also in-

dispensable, is it necessary to neglect the Hellenic stress, as
compulsorily marked on every word, and force an entirely foreign
habit, that of the modern Latin stress, upon ancient Greek?
Because we want to keep the quantities, must we, when we other-
wise preserve Hellenic pronunciation, make such blunders as

* In Dutch also ova English sound of ^ in yo never occurs except when
generated by a following sound. It is necessary that those who consider
it " impossible" for a language to have no such sound as (/ hard, should
bear this in mind. Our Enghsh

ff
is even a great difficulty for Dutchmen

to overcome, as they are not generally conscious of the generation of this

sound from k when 1c ends a word and b ov d begins the next, as in
strijicbout, jsronounced nearly as arpaiffbaovT ; and

ff never occurs other-
wise in their own language. The reality of this change (which depends
upon a general rule of Dutch pronunciation) is vouched for by Donders
(I)e Physiologie der Spraakklanken—the physiology of speech-sounds with
especial reference to the Dutch, Utrecht, 1870, p. 23), and by Land {Over
JJitspraak en Spelling—on pronunciation and spelling, especially in Dutch,
Amsterdam, 1870, p. 31). The latter says :—" In English this rule does
not hold good : Bra<f/urd is not treated as plaif/orm, nor \dickbone as
bu<jrAear," that is, the Enghsh do not say Bra(/brd and ba^^-one as a
Dutchman naturally would.
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avOpa'TTOS, fBpnr'iSla; <TO(f)'OK\i(r, at'o-;^iXoy, TrcTraide^iievos, o^e'C ? Not
at all. Surely anyone who has learned music, or heard a Scotch
6ong, or has even shouted in a chorus of " God save the Queen "

IScat'ter her I en'emies I and—make—them— I fall !

—

13 2|222lll 1111142
knows that short syllables may have a sharp strong stress, and
long syllables may have very little stress. This has led me to
observe that it is possible to retain the Hellenic pronunciation
in its integrity, but by restoring the quantity only—which cer-

tainly renders the speech strange, but by no means unintelligible

to a modern Greek—to obtain the rhythmical laws of Greek verse
as laid down by grammarians, certainly without the grace given
to it by Greek musical accent, but at the same time without the
great additional trouble which that causes to English organs.
After learning to say av'dpoKos, c^pnn'dia, cto^okKl <r, eaxt'^os,

Xopi'ov, nenede^pevoSf e^i'xov, with the modern Greeks, it surely
does not require much labour to introduce quantity and Say
ap'OpcoTTos, €^pnn'dl(r, ao(f)oKKi'cr, atcr;(t"Xo, xoapi'ov, Trenaide^peu'os,

e^'^l^ov {cvrjxov, /3 doubled for quantity). Certainly, if it is worth
while spending years over Greek versification, it is worth spend-
ing a week over acquiring some sort of a key to its meaning, such as
this would furnish.*

There is thus a choice out of three ways of pronouncing Greek,
the Dionysian, Hellenic, or Quantified Hellenic. The Dionysiau
enables us to realise the Greek rhythms which Horace heard and
imitated ; the Hellenic enables us to realise Greek as it was spoken
from the date of at least the Sinaitic Manuscript of the Testament
(always excepting rj, oi, v,) and to be intelligible to existing Greeks

; f
the Quantified Hellenic enables us to make a quantitative rhythm
when necessary, while retaining Hellenic accent and Hellenic
vowel sounds. The last is artificial, the other two are real. In
one of these three ways, then, I submit that the problem of Greek
pronunciation may be solved, and I earnestly hope that whatever
plan may be finally adopted, our present monster, the motley
descendant of a practical joke, at once unhistorical and un-
scholarly, will soon be assigned to the limbo of forgotten errors.

* To shew the effect of this thoroughly artificial method, I have, in

Appendix IV., given the phonetic representation of the passage from
Oidipous, which contains almost every difficulty that can arise, such as

strong short vowels, preceding either a vowel or consonant, and followed by
weak long vowels.

t Three Greek gentlemen present at the locture told me that they
understood the passage from Diony'sios which I read in the modern pro-

nunciation.



APPENDIX I.

The Diontsian Pronunciation of Greek,

Or that used by DioNYSIUS of HALICARNASSrS, B.C. 60.

See Appendix VI., for the justification of this tabular arrangement. See, also, above
p. 10, note.

Vowels.

d 9 as d, or a in father.

short of d, or German a in Mcnn.
Tj ri ai aa rj, or e in there.

6 ai as 6, short of r?, or e in th^n.

1 €j as I, or i in marine.

I €t as short of t, or Fr. el, nearly

EngHsh ill.

« ^ as o), or in ore, nearly oa in goat.

short of eo, or Fr. homme, nearly

o in got.

ov as ou in sotfp.

ov short of the ov, or as « in httll.

V 01 as V, long French u.

V 01 as w, short French u.

Diphthongs, ^c.

VI as French ui in Iwt.

au as aov^ aov(j), or nearly as ow in

hot^ followed hy a faint v or/.
6u as 6ou)8 eou(|), or nearly e short in

th^n followed by u in pwll, and by
a faint v or/.

7}v the same as eu with 77 for e.

wv as wou)8 ccjou*/), or nearly long in

ore followed by u in p?dl, and by
a faint v or/,

in av &c. the (p is heard before mutes
and hisses only, otherwise fi.

Splritus Asper in a &c., EngKsh h.

Sptritus Lents disregarded.

Consonants.

Mutes Sonants Hisses. Buzzes,

or Tenues. generated. 1) Aspirdtae. 1) Medial.

ir as p, with a fjLTr as fibir. (j) as f without /3 as V without
Httle breath touching the touching the
after it in ini- teeth with the teeth with the
tial TTT. lower lip. lower lip.

T as t, with the vr as vdr. &a thin thin. S as ^A in iAine.

tongue fully

against the
teeth as for th.

K as k, with a yK as y-^gK. X as German and y as German g in

little breath Scotch ch in Ta<7e, Dutch y.

after it in ini- loch (before 7] e (before 77 e t at

tial kt. t ai €1, as Ger- €i, as German g
man cA in ich ?)

2) Other Hisses.

in sie^en ?)

Nasals. Liquids. 2) Other Buzzes.

H as m. p as r in ray, /J as r with voice-

K as n with the always strong- less breath fol-

tongue against ly trilled with lowed by usual
the teeth as tip of tongue r, or as r simply.

for th.* near the teeth. ff as 5 in see. cbeforeiSjSj/ijas*.

7 as 7i, that is ng A. as ^withtongue o-tr as «5 in missent. Q as zz or as «-«

in singing. against the 1 4/ as /CO- x<r or in hi*-zeal.

teeth as for th. Xo-</)(r

The letter v when final becomes /* before fi, $, ^, and /xb before ir, yd
before t, 71 before 7, x? and y^ g before k ; before A, p, tr it becomes
A, p, <r ; unless there is a pause in the sense, in which case, as before
vowels, p retains the sound of very dental n. This change was
often indicated inwriting even in old Attic inscriptions before B.C. 403,
and was always observed in composition with eV, ai/i/ &c.
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Accent and Quantity/.

• Unmarked vowels to be pronounced at the ordinarj'' pitch of the voice.

The acute ' (or grave ^ at the end of a word) denotes that the pitch of

the voice is to be about 3 or 3^ Tones (that is, a musical Fourth or Fifth)

higher than the ordinary pitch of the voice, and that the voice is to be
sustained at that pitch as long as the vowel is pronounced, whether that
vowel be long or short.

The circumflex " denotes that the pitch of the voice at the beginning of

the vowel sound (which in this case is always long) must be a musical
Fourth or Fifth above the ordinary pitch of the voice, but, while the vowel
is pronounced, the pitch of the voice must be gradually lowered to the
ordinary pitch ; that is, the circumflex denotes a doivnioerd glide of the
voice, as distinguished from the sustained high pitch of the acute.

Quantity must be strictly observed. The sounds d, rj, i, w, ov, v, their

equivalents, and the diphthongs (when preceding consonants) are long, and
make the syllables in which they occur, long. When as X o v are written,

as in Appendices II. and III., the vowel is sho7't, but the syllable is long

owing to two following consonants, which are divided by a scarcely per-

ceptible pause in speech, marked by a hyphen. The unmarked vowels
o 6 I o y are short in short syllables. When ov cv are short before vowels,
they should be pronounced as afi, e.^, only. The ;8 ^ in au eu, that is

(oou;8, 6ou;3, or aov(p, eovcp) arise from closing the lips more tightly after

the ou, and are always scarcely perceptible, except when the /3 occurs
before vowels.

The force (stress, or loudness) of syllables may be varied at pleasure,

and placed on difierent syllables according to the desire of the speaker at
the moment. It is quite independent of either pitch (Greek accent) or
length (quantity), both of which are absolutely fixed in character on every
syllable.

APPENDIX II.

Examples of Dionysian Quantity and Accent.

See explanations above. Zow means sustained at a low pitch ; high
sustained at a high pitch, down ghding from a high to a lowpitch.

Monosyllables.

(1) Low-short (contracted Id), 6 the, iv in, is to, e/c from, re and.

(2) Low-long (contracted low), rj ai ol the, el if, els to, us as, e| out of.

(3) High-short (contracted M), h which, ey one, fiev indeed, Se but,

yap for.

(4) High-long (contracted high), ^ o* ot which, fi^ju however, 5^ truly,

ef six.

(5) Down-long (contracted down), 5 oh ! ^ to which, el thou art, cf*

one, odi/ therefore, rod tvjs of the (mas. and fem.).

JDissyllables.

(6) High-long with low-long (contracted ktghldw),''Hfyn Juno, irdvrTi =
ira'vd-TT] everywhere, K6\iTCf> = /co'A-ttw bosom (dat.), vaiSuv = irf}-Su>u of
children, "EKTcop Hector, rl'/crj victory, epycav = Vp-yoov of works, t€ux» =
Teov<p-x(» (where eov shews that the high pitch is sustained throughout the
diphthong), I prepare.
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(7) Low-long with high-long (contracted Idwhigh), voWa's = ttoA-AoV
many (ace. pi. fern.), xl/vxa^s bovIs (same), avrohs = aov<p-rov(r them (ace.

pi. mas.), ^ov\t\ counsel, Xdoi = Ka-v' people (pi.), Atjtc*? Latona.

(8) High-long with low-short (contracted Jnghlo), oVrts = "oo'-Tto- who,
}Si.phpa= au-Spa man(acc.), ^v6a= e'v-6a there, tadi= l'ff-6i know, ovra= o'vd-ra

"beings, oijris no one, fidvTi = fiavd-ri prophet (voc), &\\a = a\-\a other
things, compare a\\a in (9).

(9) Low-long with high-short (contracted lowhT), StjAo clear things,

j(€ipl = x^-pi' to a hand, (pccrhs of light, xPVf^^^'^ useful, /cd^e = icd-^e and me,
avThy= aov(t)-T6u him, deipa^Sl-vd dreadful things, oAAci= aA-Aa but.

(10) High-short with low-long (contracted hilow), exet = e'-^i has,

ae^eiv = are-^iu to worship, <pi\ovs friends, 'iaws perhaps, kv-kKoou of circles,

&va^ = &-ya^ king, ^irvca = v-tti/w sleep (dat.)

(11) Low-short with high-long (contracted loKigh), kuk^v bad (ace.

.

fern, sing.), iSoh behold, ai/^p man, rpocpij food, brood, 0ed' goddess, irvpa,^

funeral pyre, iyd) I, Pporovs mortals (ace.)

(12) High-short with low-short (contracted hilo), Ae'xos bed, Ittos word,
^Ti yet, \6yo5 word, r65€ this, a-TSfia mouth, ttJajs city, Srau when, Kvua
dog (ace.)

(13) Low-short with high-short (contracted lohz), Kana evils, ^ophs of a
fipear, Opaa-vs bold, i/j.a my (neut. pi.), noal feet (dat.), dehs God, Aihs of
Jupiter, x^o^'^y of earth.

(14) Low-long with down-long (contracted Idtvdown), ix^P"^ = tx-Gpoiy

of enemies, (TKf]va7s = (TK-qvrjS to tents, riixas us, 'v/xas you, dapawv = Qap-a&y
being of good courage, Setr^ors = htz-ixvar chains (dat.), x^P^ I go.

(15) Down-long with low-shoi-t (contracted downlo), k^Iuou = ki-vov

him, ToCSe of this, Ttacri to all, outos this, CTetxe = (Tti-x^ ascend, fi^l^ov =
fjuz-zov (double the 2 as in: these zanies = Siz-srj-j'tz), greater (neut.), oIkos

= v-KO(r house.

(16) Low-short with down-long (contracted lodown), eewv of gods,

vouu I labour, or suffer, xopSs of joy, fiouv shouting, ravvv at present,

Zpas thou seest, kukoTs — KUKva- evils (dat.)

Polysyllables.

See Appendix VI., Chapter xvii., note.

(17) Low-long before high-short with low-short (contracted IdwhilS)^

Xcopiov place,- jreTraiSeu^ieVos = TrenrjSeovfi-fJLevocr instructed, and all passive

perfect as distinguished from present participles, o|ei' = oK-cre-i sharp (dat.

mas.), ipdd^s = €v-ed-Se thither.

(18) Low-long before high-short with low-long (contracted ^oi^A^/om;),

OlSlirovv = v-Sl-TTovf Oedipus (ace), iinrSpuv= (ixb-irS-pav of passengers,

TrK7)(ria}v of neighbours, wvofiacrixivwv = (i3-vo-ixaz-ii4-v(au of things named,
(Tvyovaiq. society (dat.), 5edeyfj.ei/ois = Se-5€y-/i4-pvcr things received (dat.),

€^6iJ.r]u = 'ez-z6-ixfjv I sat, fieiSyus = fii-6-vw<r, ^IkStcos = i-K6-r(o<T probably,

2««paT7js Socrates, ATjfioadeyrjs = A-t]-yi6(T-B4-v7i<T Demosthenes.

(19) Low-short before high-short with low-short (contracted lohtlo),

a.<TrpoX6yos — a.(T-rpo-K6-yo(T astrologer, aarvvS^ios = a<T-rv-v6-iio<T edile,

^tpoHxos host, api<TTOTr6vo5 = a-pta-To-irS-pocr working best.

(20) Low-short before high-short with low-long (contracted ld/nldw)y

iverideis = €-v€-rl-6i<r thou placed in, 'Avriy6uT] = avd-ri-yS-VT], api(TTOKpari(f

= a-pla-To-Kpa-rl-d aristocracy (dat.), ir€pi-<ppuv very thoughtful.

(21) High-long before low-long with low-short (contracted highldwlo)y

dvarrivos = Sv'ar-T7i-vocr unhappy, &vdpa)vos = av-Qpoi-rrocr man, AXavTos =
i)-avd-TO(r of Ajax, (pevyovr^s = <p4ov^-yovd-ri<T fleeing, (the e'ou here shews
that both parts of the diphthong are equally high,) Tpdeaai = Tpw-fa-ffi to

Trojans, itpofftmixovTo, = irpoff-ari'-xovd-ia approaching (ace.)
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(22) High-short before low-long with low-short (contracted Mldwld)j

ycpofTi = ye-p6vd-Ti to an old man, (pvAaa-cre = <pv-\acr-(T€ guard (verb),

^€pouo-t they bear, ^SAeVofTes= iSAe-Troj/c^-reo' seeing (pi.), raxi-(Tra= Ta-xi(T-Ta

most quickly, a.y4vt]Tov unborn, aitavra = a-iravd-Ta all things, ^dBavdroicri

= d-Oa-vd-Tv-ffi to immortals, iroXe/xoio = iro-Ke-fxv-o of battle, 'AficpiTpuooifos

= dijL-<pi-Tpv-w-voa of Amphitryon, "OKvinros = 6-Kv^b-iroa Olympus.

APPENDIX III.

Specimens op the Diontsian Pronunciation of Greek.

The pronunciation is indicated by writing below a word the explanatory
sign of the table of Dionysian Pronunciation, when likely to assist the
reader. Stress* is not marked. See further explanations above, p. 16.

A.

—

AnacreoNj Ode 1.

Great caxe has to be taken in pronouncing the monosyllables to make
them high and low as marked, and yet not to make them strong unless

emphasis requires it. The Se and (xlv especially must be noted as having
high pitch, and yet being very weak, and running on to the preceding word.
On the other hand, re is low and enclitic, that is, it raises the pitch of the
last syllable of the preceding word provided the last syllable but one of
that word has not already a high pitch. See remarks, p. 24.

0eA<o Xiy€LV 'Arp€t5ds,
ylv a-rpl'h

2. OiXo) be Kabixov abeiV
dS-fJL d'Slu

*d ^dpjSiTos be xop^ci'S

fid'p-fiiToz X'^P-^V'^

4. "Epcora [jlovvov ^x^^'
X*

7]iJL€L^a vevpa 'Kp(avv»

ixi-ircr veovfi-pa (e + ov, pitch falls)

6. KOL Tr}V Xvp-qv airdaav,

"^>
V V <r

Kdy(i) fjL€v fibov adXovs
d rj O0-A

8. ^MpaKXeovs' Xvpr] b4
T]-pa.K-X4-0V(T

"EpcaTas avT€(f)(av€L,

avd-recpd^yl

10. yaipoire Xolttov tj^Xv

rjpcoes' Tj kvp-q yap

I a. fiovovs "Epcaras abet,

afdi
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1. The e4\(i> must be very emphatic, and the emphasis may be brought
out by making the first syllable high, short, and weak, but distinct, while

the second syllable is low, very long, and somewhat strong. The second

syllable of \4yeiy, though long, will necessarily not be so long.

2. The 6e\a> here, though equally emphatic, will have the second syllable

shorter, as it will run on to 8e, forming one word to English ears, but
remaining two words to ancient Greek ears, because of the high pitch on
the Se. Observe also the two acutes in Se KciS- so that the voice does not
descend till the -fioi/, and then rises on the ot-.

3. Observe the low 'd, the rise from -tos to Se closely connected with it,

and especially in xo/>5ar5 the initial long low syllable followed by a long
syllable with a down glide from a high pitch.

4. In efWTa observe the high short syllable to commence with, and let

the force and expression fall on the low second syllable -pw. The down
glide on [xov- can be made very efi'ective. In ^x«*> ^^^ fii"^^ syllable is

long and strong, the second long, down, and weak.
5. In ¥i(xfi^\/a the pitch changes as in the preceding ^pwra, but the first

syllable is now long. In yevpa, observe the 4+ov, high pitch at beginning
and low pitch at end of diphthong.

6. Observe the three consecutive high pitch syllables in koI t^jv \i-,

which are very efi'ective ; and also the high pitch on the short &.- and the
fall of pitch on to the long strong -na-, of which much can be made.

7. Make much of the Kayi} with two long syllables of, which the second
has a high pitch, and observe the three consecutive pitches in -yi) fxlv ^-,

only the last of which glides down. The first in -y^ is very strong,

the second in ixkv very weak.
8. The two long low syllables followed by the high short syllable

in TfpaKAe- will require practice.

9. Eemember that there are only two high syllables in the whole line.

10. This is a very difiicult line to pronounce satisfactorily, on account
of the long low but strong oi = 0, and of the throwing of the high pitch
on to syllables which have no force.

11. The yap at the end must be weak as well as high.

12. Much can be made of /ioVous if treated as BeKw in 1., which see.

B. Anacreon, Ode 2.

This passage is selected for the numerous oi = v. The words 1. Kepdra,

2. eS(t)K€U, 3. TTO^coKitjv \ayiao7s, 5. Ix^vcriv, 6. opveois TrcTaadai, 7. avSpdaiv

tpp6tn]fj.a, 8. yvpai^v, 9. hihucri, 10. aaTrihuiv airdawv, 11. iyx^euu, 12. aiSrjpov

all require especial attention, on account of the high pitch falling upon
weak syllables. Observe the great eff'ect produced by the concurrence of

a down and three high syllables in 12., with the high and down in 12. koI

ftvp, and also of the pitch of the three last words.

4^wis Kipdra ravpoLs,

ata-- rdovfi-pva {d + oiJ, pitch sustained)

2. oirkas b* €b(jiK€V ltittols,

6-ir\d'z "iir-TTva'

4. Kiovdi x^^i^' oboPTOdv,

ZjJ. o'vd-T

TOIS IxOva-lV TO VrjKTOVj

Tv<r Ix'^ '*"'"
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6. rots opvioL's TriraadaL,

rv<r 6p-vi-v(T raa-de
•

TOLS avbpdaiv (ppovrjfia.

TV(T dv-5 (rXv-<p

8. yvvai^iv ovk €t' cTx^ev.

vr)K-<T 7-x

tC ovv bibcoaL ; KaAAo?,
Kd'A-Aocr

lO. clvt' a(nrCb(ov aTrdcriav,

dvd-T acr-TT

CLVt' €Y)(€(0V aTTCLVTUiV.

avd-T eyi'X a!vd-r

12. viKci hk KaX aibiqpov

a KT]

KoX TTvp — Ka\-q rts ovaa.

C. Homer, Iliad I.

in reading hexameters the greatest care is necessary not to hurry over
weak but long syllables, and not to lengthen short but high syllables. 2.

and 3. offer great difficulties in this respect, especially for ov\ofi4vriP, fiCpC,

*Axato7s, ^erjKcv, in 2., and the numerous long syllables in 3.

5, 37. Observe the acute after the circumflex in olwvolffi re, K\vQi fiev ;

the voice glides from high to low, and then jumps up again suddenly.
Compare p. 15, note, last line.

39. Thiswhole line requires great care, especially etirore roi and pr)hy epet^o.

40. ^ el S-f) iroTe roi and fxT\pi' tKifja will require much practice.

46. vvkt\ ioiKcos and 48. fxera S' ihv eriKev also require especial care.

49. Distinguish the difference of accent in apyvp4oio &ioio.

Every line in this example requires separate study, and ease and cor-

rectness is not to be gained without much practice.

"hJlriviv aetSe, O^a , Tlr]Xr]iab€(ii 'A^ik^os
d-i Tn)K-f]-i-<i-^yd

2. ov\op.€vr]v, fj fjLvpC 'Axatoij akye' ^Or]K.€V,

TTokkas 5' l(f)&i'fxovs yj/vxci^s "A'Cbi TTpoLa\}/ev

trdK-Xd'z- S Xp-Q irar d-i-SXir-po-l-dTr-efy

4. r]po)(oVj avTovs be eXcopta revx^ Kvvecrcnv

aov(p-Tovz riov(p-x vtfr-c

olfiivoicri re 1:0.(11 — A toy V irekeUro ^ovXij —
vctyvffi Aio'z- 5 \l'o

6. €^ ov br} TaTTp&Ta btacTT'qTrjv epiaavTe
rdir-p &<r-T dvd-r

7. 'ArpetSrys re ava^ avbpS>v, kol bXos 'AxtA.Aei/9.

dr-pf dKor dv-8 K-f] a-xX\-\4ov^ir

* * * *
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33. *X2s ecpar'' ebheiaev 5' 6 yipoiv, kol iireCdeTo fiv'Sia*

e5-Sl K6 TTt' u

34. /3^ 8' CLK^oiv irapa diva 7roXv<pXoL&poLO Oakaa-ar]^

iroKvcp-Kv'zfivo aa-tr

TToWa 8' eiT^LT' airdvevO^ klo^v ijpaO' 6 yepaios
TVOX-Xd TTi eOV(f)-d p7]6(T

36. ^AttoWo^vl avaKTL, rov riVKopios t^kc A?]rd)'

dTr6'\-\ot}ui o/c-Tt Tj-i-KO-fMotr-

KAi;^t juiev, 'ApyvpoTO^^ 6j Xpvo-qv afJL(f)L^ij3riKas

(p. 21, 1. 20.) juejS, dp-7 roKa-^off a/j.-^

38. KtAAaz; re (aOirjV, TeviboLO re I0t az^acro-eis,

KX'\-Xa.vd-TiZ-zo.deT)v, Su aj/aV-o-Ja

^piLv6€v ! etiTOTe tol -yapUvr* em rr;oz^ epex/^a

Zfiiv-Qiov^ I'lr TV x^'P^"^''^"'''^"''''' tn-aa

40. ^ et 6?^ TTore rot Kara nl'ova pLrjpC' eKTja

I TV

Tavpoov rjh' aiy&v, Tobe fJLOt Kp-qrjvov eeAOcop*

dovfi-p T] fjiv e-e'A-S

42. TL(T€Lav Aavaol ejua buKpva (TolaL ^ekeaaiv,
lav v' aK-p V eff-(T

*12s e(^ar' ^v\6p.€Vos' tov 8' eKXve ^o'tjSos 'AttoAAcoi;,

€ovcj)-x Off Vk-K V cA-\

44. )S?i 8e Kar' OliAv/xttoio Kaprjviav, x^^M^^^^ '^5p»

ov-Xi)'ixb-irvo off'K

t6^' &lxoiaLV €\(iiv aiJi(pi]p€(})€d re (f)ap€Tpi]V'

t6'k-(T fxi) ajx-cp f'r-p

46. €K\ay(av 8' ap^ dtcrrot eTr' copLcav yjjiop.ivoio,

tK-Xay^-yzdv- o-X(T-rv v

avTov KLvrjOivTos' 6 8' ?/'te vvktl ioiKoos.

aovcp-T €vd-T vK-r €-v-k

48. efer' iTretr* anavevOe veSiVj pi€Ta b' Ibv ^r]K€V.

'e'z-ZCT rri fov<p-0 l-6v '4-7]

Setrr) 8^ KAayy^ y4v€T' apyvpioio fiioio

i Se'K-Xayi-y^ ap-yvp4-v-o j8i-y-o

D. Sophocles, Oedipus Rex, 1—13.

This is much easier than C. Observe the monosyllabic /ui? ov in 13.

pronounced like /xcv without any addition of final fi or (p.

^12 T€Kvaj KdbpLov tov TraAat via rpo^r],

4'k-v aS-fM 7)

2. Tivas iTo9^ e8pd9 racrbe p.oi dodX^Tc
da- '4'5-pa.(r z-5 fxv dlz-z

iKTTJpCoLS KkdboiCnV €^€(rT€fJLfJL4vOl /

m-T l-v(r So eK-(r(cr-Ttfi-/j.4-vv
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4. TToktS 8' OfJLOV /mei/ OvfltdfJidTOiV y€fX€Lj

ofjiov be TTaiavodV re koI o-revayiiaTow
in)-d.'-voovd-re ktj o/y-jx

6. *dya> hiKaiGiV f/,r) Trap' ayyikcov, T€Kva,

V d7i-7e re-Kua

a\K(t)v oLKoveiv avrbs c58' eATJAv^a,

aA-A. ti/ aov(p-T

8. 6 Trao-t kXciz^os OtStTTovj KaXoiJ/xez^os.

I V

aXK^i w yepate, (l)pdC cTret TrpiiTMv €(})vs

a\-\ w r}-4 ^pafz-Z€irf

10. Trpo To^vbe (fxoveLVf tCvl rpoTTO) KaOiaraTej
viv Ti-vir-p6-Tr(t/ e(T-T

b€L(ravT€S, 17 cTTip^avres ; ws OiXovro^ av
Slaavd-Tea" ar""pK-aavd-T^ar ovd-r

11. €fJLov TipocrapKeiv ttolv. bvo-dkyrjTos yap hv
o.p-KLv &'\-yir]rocr-y

€ir]V TOidvhe fjLT] ov KaToiKT€Lpo)V ehpdv.

fr]u T-JaV-5e (jl^ov vK-ri e-Spdv.

B.—DiONYSius Halicarnassensis.

The rhythm of prose is much more difficult than that of verse. Per-
haps the reading of French prose is the hest guide. The student had
better break up the passage into short phrases as cKcpwi/elTai 5h—radra
irduTa—TTis apr-qpids—avvexovarjs rh irvevfxa, &G;, and then break these up
again into feet, as indicated in Appendix VI., chap. xvii. and xviii.

De Cowpositione Yerhorum: Cap. xiv.

'EK06!)z;etrat 6e ravra iravra Trjs dpTripCds (rvv€\ov(Tr]'S

v7r€ Toiovcp-Ta iravd-ra

TO TTvevpia, KOL Tov (TToixaTOS airXcas (Ty7]p.aTi(T6€VTOS
^

TTueovS-fia K-f] a-irX X<TQVvd-r

TTJs T€ y\(aa-ar]s oibev TTpayfjLaTevopL^vrjs dW rjpepiovayjs.

<T-<T ov-Se/xh-irpdy-iJia-reov^-o oA-Atj-

riA^i; TO. fxev [xaKpd . . . Terafxevov Xayi^dvu koX birjveKT]

i]vd-T /x4fx-fj.a- jw-j8 K-f)

TOV avkbv TOV TTvevp.aTos' to. be ^pa\ea , . . i^ diTOKOTTrjs

ovd-r eovfi-fj.

re Kol iJLLq T^kr^yf] irv^vpLaTos, Kal ttjs a/>rr/pids eirl (^payy

K-f} eov0-fM K-fj

KLvrjOeCa-qs eK^ipeTai. . . . avTwv be twv fxaKpcav eixjycovoTaTov

6i' €K-<I> Te iov(p-(l>
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g-b a, orav iKTeivqrai' Kiy^rai yap avoiyo^iivov rov
dAcpa iK-Ti' T6 T6 vv

(TToixaTOS 6776 TrAetcrroz^, kol tov irvcVfiaTOs avo) (f)€pofx4vov

i-Trl'iT-Kta-Tov K^

TlpOS TOV OVpaVOV. A€VT€pOV §€ TO T}' OTL KOLTO) T^epX TTJV

5€OV(p'T€-p6u~ TJTa

^dcTLV Trjs yk(ocr(rr}s epeibeL tov i]Xov aKokovOov, a\\.' ovk
€ptSl

avw, kolI [X€rpL(as avoiyofjiivov [rod orojuaros]. TpiTov be

fic-rpi vv

TO CO* (TTpoyyvWeTaC re yap iv avT<2 to (TToixa, kol

u> yt.4ya oyy-yv'X-X^-Ti-Te aov(p-T roa-T K^

TrepicrreAAet tol •)(€Lkrj, TrjV re irXriyip to TTvevfjia irepl to
r«-pX(T-Te'\-\l x^' To'TT-viov^-fia

CLKpoa-TOfjiLOV TTOietrat. "KaTL be tJttov tovtov to v
a-KpQ(T-T TTU-T-Te eV-Tl T-T U TT(TI-X6v

irepl yap avTO. to, x^^^V orvo-Tokrjs yevofxevrjs dftoAoyou,
aov(p-Td X*' a-va-T aK-a

TTvtyeTaL, kol aTevos eKTrtTrret 6 ?5xo?. "Eo-)(aroj; be TiavTOdv

Tc k)) tK-irViT-Ti ^"""X Twd-Se iravd-T

TO L' irepl Tovs obovTas yap rj Kp6Ti}crLs tov irvevixaTos

i-60-Ta o'vd-7a(T ir-veovfi-fi

yl'veTai, \xiKpov avoiyo^xevov tov aTOfxaTos, Kal ovk.

re pv K-i]

eTnXajjLTTpvvovTOiv TQiv yj^CKeaiV tov rixpv, Tiav be ^payioav
Kafib-Trpv-vo'vd-T x*

ovbeTepov jxev evrjx^^y ^iTroi^ 6e bv(Tr]xes to o'

pofX' 4ovfi-7) fir-Tov-de o-fii-KpSv

bu(rTr}(rL yap to (TTOfia KpelTTOv ddTepov ttjv be irX'qy'qv

Bi-"i'a-T yap- to'<x-t Kplr-roV'Q

\a\x^avei irepl ttjv apTrfpiav fxaWov.
Ad/i-)8o-j/t ap-Tr)-pl-a,fjL-fxa\-\of.

F.—DiONYsius Halicarnassensis,

Ve CompQsitidne Verhorum. Cap. xi.

AiaXeKTov [lev ovv jutAos evl p^eTpeuai btaaTrjixaTL r<p

Xeyoixevij^ bia irevTe ois eyyiaTa' Kal ovTe eiTLTeCveTaL

0) X'vd-T X'yi-yXrr-Ta k^ tI' t€

TTepa T&v TpiGiV tovoov kol r]p.iTovi.ov eiii to d^u, ovt^

avCeTaL tov xoipiov tovtov nXeXov eiil to ftapv' ov fxriv
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&iTda-a ye 17 Aefis 77 KaO^ ev [xopLov \6yov TaTTOfjL€Vi] iirl

rris avrris Aeyerat rao-ecos* dAA' 17 [ikv kw. Trjs dfetds, rj

aov(j)-T re Ta-ayiaa dA.-Arj oK-crf-dff

b* iirl T7]s jSapeids, rj b' ctt' aix<^olv. tS>v b' aixcporipas

pl'-ds a.fJL-<pvv d,u-(p

ras rdaeis kyovcrSiVy al jxev Kara fiiav (rv\Xa^r}V

crlcr 7) aff- av\-\

(TVV€(f)daplJLiv0V i\OV(TL TO) 0^61 TO fiapv, '^ds bi] Trepio-TTOJ-

ve<p-Bdp-ix oK-a? ta-TT

yiivds Kakov[jL€V' al be iv krepc^ re koX kT€p(a x^P'^^

CKCLTepov i(j)' kavTOv ttjv olKeCdv (pyXdrTov ^vaLV. kol raiy

e-aov(f)-Tov vkI' afr-r K^ rrjo"

IX€V bL(Tv\Xdj3ois ovbev to bia fxiaov yjapCov ^apvTTjTos re Koi

V\-\ V evd-T6 K-fl

o^TYjTos* TOLs 6e TToXvavXXdjBoLS, otaC re TTor' av S)aLV, ti

oK-a rrjz v\-\ v<r v-'fi

Tov o^vv Tovov €xovaa jutta iv ttoXXols /Sapetats iveaTLV
oK-tr efib-iroX-Kricr pl'T]<T Xcr-T

7] b' opyavLK-q re kol (^biKT] pLovcra biacTTrjpLaaL re XP?''"^'
op-y K-f) (a aa-T €

TrXeioa-LV, . . . Td's re Ae'fets rot? piiXeaiv viroTdTTeiv cl^lol,

At-o Ae'/c-oTa- rvz raT-rlv aK-ai-v

Kal ov TCI piiXr] tols Xi^eaiv, » , . to 6' avTo yiv^Tai
K-f] Trj<r e'K-cr aov(p-T6 re

KOL irepl Tovs pvOpiovs' rj p.\v yap Tre^?? Xi^is ovbevbs
K-f] pvd-fi fj.eyyyafp- irez-zi] e'K-cr

ovT^ ovopiaTos, ovT€ prjpiaTos /Siaferai tovs xP^'^^^^* ^^^^

pi]ixar6z - fiidz-zere

pL^TaTiOrjaLV' dAV ot'ds 7rapeiA?7(/)e tTj <^wet Td^s avXXafid s

a\-\v-d(r- pt rrj al v\-\

I Td's re piaKpd^s Kal Td^s (Bpaxeids, Toiavrds ^uAarret* ^7

a-Kp K-{] X*' aov(p-r Xd'r-ri

6e pvOpLLKT] Kal pLOva-LKrj pieTafidXXovcnv avTd^s pLeLovaai Kal

pvd-fx Ki] fiaK-\ aov(p-r /xl-ov-cre k^i

av^ovcrai, uxTTe iroXXdKLs eh TdvaVTia p.eTa\oipeiV ov
doixp-Kaovae obcr-re ttoA-A Iff rdvavd-ria ptv

yap Tals cryXXa^als direvOvvovaL tovs xpovovs dXXa toIs

ya.'p-rij<r truA-AajS^o" eovcp-Q dK-Ka rva

XpdvoLS Td^s a-vXXa^as»
V uA-A
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The Hellenic or Modern Athenian Pronunciation
OF Greek.

See above, p. 17, note.

Used in Greece for the last five hundred, and with the exception of

7j, V, 01 for the last fourteen hundred years, differs from the Dionysian in

the following points only :

—

Quantity is entirely neglected, and the differences in the length of
vowels is arbitrary and slight, much less than in English, and similar to

that in Italian and Spanish. The vowels are apt to be slightly, but only
very slightly, lengthened when strong.

The acute ' grave ^ and circumflex " do not mark an alteration of pitch
(which is indifferent), but of force, strews, or loudness, which is fixed on
certain syllables as in English, and which in marking pronunciation is

denoted by () a turned period, being precisely the same in all cases.

Accents are entirely neglected on monosyllables, wkich become strong or
weak according to the presence or absence of emphasis, as in ordinary
English. Modem Athenian verses are regulated by strong syllables only,

like the English. Examples of verses regulated by musical accent instead

of quantity, are found even in Dionysius (App. VI. chap. iv. p. 36), and
verses regulated by force accent begin to be universal in the fourth cen-
tury A.D.

T] I V fi 01 VI ri are all pronounced as i, so that no sound of French u is

heard. 77 y oi began to be pronounced as i by many speakers more than
a thousand years ago.

av 6u Tju 03V are simple atp €<p itp o(p before mutes and liquids and simple
a)8 ejS t/3 0)3 elsewhere, and the <p, j8 are often the English/, v.

The sound of t is constantly heard as a y before a following vowel, and
constantly forms a diphthong like German ai with a preceding vowel.
The sounds of e, i make a preceding k, g, x very palatal, as if a 2/ was

introduced, and change y into a y altogether.

The aspirate is entirely neglected in speech, but is always written, and
continues to exert its old power of changing tt t k into (j) x-

HIT VT jK are mb, very dental 7i(l, ngg between vowels, and when v ends
a word it is treated as /x, v, 7 if the next word begins with tt r k. At the
beginning of words fxir vt jk are simply b, very dental d, and g.

tC vtC ^re English ch,j, in chest, Jest, but are only used in foreign words.

I (or turned 7) is sometimes used to shew that' i acts as a y before a
following vowel, and 73 stands for g as the beginning of a word before

the sounds of a ov.

Hellenic or Modekn Athenli^n Pronunciation of the Extract

(Appendix III. F.)

The student should try the Appendix III. E in the same way, and
actually write out the passage in a similar phonetic orthography to fix it

better in his mind.

At/a\€'KT0v fiiv ovv jue'Aos ivi' efiiTovi'ov eiri' to o^i', ov're ai/i'€Te

HiTpi're SifaaTi'fxaTi, ro Kcyoixe'i/o tov x^P'-'^^ rov'rov irXi'ov eirr to

Sya ire'uiU, os eyi'i/icrra, K6 ou're fiapf. ov fiiv a'Trava' ye i Ae'^is 1

€iriTlf€TQ TTC'pa TOV TpiO V TO'VOV K€ K(xd ifi fiOplOP \0'y0V TaTOfJ.€'Pl, CTTi'
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Tts a<pTi'(r Ae*J/€T€ ra'ai/os. a\ t aiv, . . . ras re Ke'^is ris (JLC'Keaiv

fi€V enr Tis o^ras iS'iTTi' ns $apias, nrora'riv a^i'i', k€ ov ra fxe'Xi res

I S' eirt" aiJ.(pi'u, rov 5' a/j.(()OT€'pas Ae'|€<rif ... to S' a^o' yi'pere K€

ras ra'cris ^xovao'v, e fx^u Kara' irepf rovs piOfioVs. i fiev yap irezf

fiiav (TiKa^i'u aiuecpdapfxCfov e'xov&i Ke'^is ovSeuo's out' ouofxaros ov're

ro 0^1' TO ^api'j as Si irepiaTrofxe'i'as pi'fxaros ^ya'zere rovs xpo'^'ovs, ovde'

KoXoVfiei^, e Se cj/ ere'po re k€ fxeTaTi'dicTiv, oA I'as Trapi'hKpe ri

€T6'po x°P'^'^> €Ka'T€pov 6^' €o</)Tou* <pi ffi Ttts (TiXafia's TOS TC fJiaKpa's

riv iKi'av (piKa'Tov (pi'aii/, Ke tcs fxev /ce tos ^paxi'ds, Tia(pra'5 (piKa'ri.

SiaiXa^is ovSe'y doSi/aixe-crovxopi'ov i Se piBfiiKi' k€ fxovaiKi' ficTa^a'Aovaiu

fiapl'TLTO'S T6 KC o|l'TiTOS, T€S §6 O^TOS fJLlOVffe K€ a<p^OV(Te, 0'(TT€

iroKiaiKa'^is i'e'Tc ttot av o'rriv, i top iroXa'Kis is Tavavdi'a {ravavdya')

o^i'u ra'pou i'xovfTafii'a eu TToKe's fia- netaxopi'v. ov yap Tes o'jAajSe's

pi'ese'veffTiv lb' opyaviKi' Ti K€ oSiKi' aiT€(pdi vovai rovs xpo'i'ous oAa" ris

fjLOVaa Syacrrffiacri' t6 xP*''^^ ttM'o- xP'^^^^ "^^^ aiKafia's.

Quantified Hellenic, or Modern Athenian Pronunciation of the
PRECEDING Passage from Sophocles. (Appendix III. D.)

See above, p. 19.

Modem Greek pronunciation may be arfijicially adapted to the exi-

gencies of ancient Greelc versification, by restoring the quantities only,

and may then be distinguished as quantified. This is much easier for

English organs of speech than Dionysian Greek, and, though it might
have a strange foreign effect, would be perfectly intelligible to all existing

Greeks. In the following phonetic transcript at represents the long sound
of €, and dl 60 ov the other long vowels.

The student should write the examples A, B, C in the same way, and
study their effect as compared with the true Dionysian pronunciation.

£L r^K'-va KaSfxov rov TraX'ai ve'd rpocpl'

riVaa-TTod ed'pdcr TcU'Se /j.1 dodz'zere

iKrlpi'lcr K\aS'l(Tiv €K-(rf(T-refi-fiei''i

;

vo\'iz-B o/.iov fxev BliJLid/xar'uv yejx'l,

ofiQv' Se Traid'vcov de Kai arivay-^iar'wy.

d7a>" hiKaiuV fil trap ay\ye\'(av, re'-Kva,

a\'\wu aKovlv a<p-ros' cuS eXlKiQa,

ird'(Ti kKIpos' iSiTT'ovs KoAov'fievos.

a\-\ W yepaie', (ppa'z-ze-irV Trpeir-uv €<}>'l(r

irpo rcopSe (pwvVv, riv'ir-poir'co Kadecr'rare

Sr(Tav-de(r i crrep'Kaap-ditr ; cue de\'ou-dos av

efxov' trpocrap-Klv' irdv. Si(ra\'i/lros-yap av

t'iv riavSe fiyov KarlKrVpcov e'Spdv.
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Table of Possible or Probable Changes in the Pronun-
ciation OF Greek.

A. Periods considered and their duration.

Number. Name. from to Tears.

0. Formative origin first poems unknown
1. Dialectal first poems B.C. 530 unknown
2. Old Attic B.C. 530 B.C. 403 127
3. New Attic B.C. 403 B.C. 300 103
4. Alexandrine B.C. 300 B.C. 25 275
0. Roman B.C. 25 A.D. 375 400
6. Byzantine A.B. 375 A.D. 875 500
7. Transition A.D. 875 A.D. 1375 500
8. Modern A.D. 1375 A.D. 1875 500

Total known years 2405

B. Boundaries of these periods.

None of these periods must be considered as bounded by sbarp lines,

B.C. 530. Ilettrto-TpaTos collects poems of "Ofirjf/os.

B.C. 403. Ionic alphabet officially adopted in Athens.
B.C. 300. Alexandria the chief seat of Greek learning.

B.C. 25. About the date of reduction of Egypt (B.C. 30) and settle-

ment of Greece by Augustus (B.C. 20).

A.D. 375. Incorporation of Greece into Eastern Empire (actually

A.D. 379).

A.D. 875. Decline of power of the patriarch ^diTios at Constantinople
(actually extinguished A.D. 886).

A.D. 1375. Decadence of Eastern Empire (actual extinction A.D. 1458),
about the time of the complete triumph of i over r] oi v.

C. Distribution of writers in ancient Greek among these periods.

1. "O/UT^pos, 'HcrtoSos, 'Apx^^^xos, 2o7r<|)cb, 'AyaKpewu, ^i/xooviSris, Earliest

inscriptions about B.C. 650.

2. 0€oyvis, B.C. 570-485. AtVxvAos, B.C. 525-456. Ubdapos, B.C. 522-
442. Kpar7uos, B.C. 619-422. 2o</)ok\77s, B.C. 495-406. 'HpSBoros,

B.C. 484-408. Eupm'Sr/s, B.C. 480-406. 'AvTicpuv, B.C. 479-411.
&ovKvmris, B.C. 471-402.

2. (extending into 3.) 'Ai/5oK(5rjs, B.C. 467-393. Avalas, B.C. 458-378.
'Api(rro(pdu-ns, B.C. 444-380.

3. (beginning in 2.) 'laoKpdTTjs, B.C. 436-338. Ecj/o^oDj/, B.C. 445-355.
nxdTwv, B.C. 429-347.

3. Ahxivvs, B.C. 389-314. 'ApttrTOTcATjy, B.C. 384-322. Arjfio<re€yr]s,

B.C. 382-322. M^vauSpos, B.C. 342-292.

3. & 4. 'EiriKovpos, B.C. 342-270. EvK\eldT]s, geometer.

4. (some beginning in 3.) Septuagint written (P). BeSKpnos, 'A/jx'M^Stjs,

B.C. 287-212. *Api(rTo<pdvT}s, inventor of accent marks, circa B.C.
264. 'ApifTTapxos, grammarian, his pupil. TloXvfiios, B.C. 102-128.

Aiovv'aios 'A\tKapva(r<r€vs, circa B.C. 50. AiSdcapos, of Sicily.

4. & 5. S.Tpdfiwv, B.C. 60-A.D. 20.
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5. n\ouTapxos, A.D. 50-120. AouKiavhs, A.B. 120-200. 'Ap^idyhs,A.T>.

136-170. navaauids, circa A.D. 170. 'HpajStdi/Js, circa A.D. 170.

'nptyej/Tjy, A.D. 186-251. (Feeling for Quantity and Pitch Accent
lost in late 5.)

5. & 6. XpiaSa-Toiiios, A.D. 347-407. (Force Accent only used.)

6. Sinaitic, Vatican, and Alexandrine Manuscripts of New Testament,
and parts of Septuagint, the oldest Greek MSS. ; all in capitals or
uncials. No orthography of works written prior to this period is trust-

worthy, except that in ancient monuments.

D. Distribution of Sounds of Letters among these Fcriods.

The uncials or capital letters are the Greek characters as used exclu-
sively to the end of A.D. 375 at least. The small letters have the Dionysian
senses assigned in I., p. 20. The figures 0., L, &c., refer to the periods,

and shew the times during which the sounds indicated by the small letters

were probably given to the initial uncials. All reasons and references

are designedly omitted, as they would involve a separate and rather exten-
sive treatise, but some will be found in the annotations to Appendix VI.,
below. Only the Attic, and subsequently the " common" dialect, that is,

only literary Greek, is taken into consideration.

A long, 0. to 8. a, varying shades from a in all^ to « in father and a in ask.

A short, 0. to 8. o, varying shades as before.

Ai, 0. to 3. and later (?) iX. In 4. aX with faint t. From end of 4. to 8. d.

AT, 0. 1. oi (?) German ai. In 2. ?i"(?) English long iin. bite. From 4. to

8. 77 or g in there, the long of €.

AT, 0. 1. 2. oou(?) German au. From 3. to 5. (?) oou)3, with tightened
lips, aov<p before mutes and hisses. From 6. to 8. a;3, a<p. When
short before vowels it may perhaps have been always a)3.

B, 0. (?) b initial, ^ = German w, between vowels. From 1. to 7. /3.

In 8. )3 or v. See p. 47, note.

r before sounds of o, o, ov. In 0. g initial and 7 = Dutch g, between
vowels. From 1. to 8. 7. See p. 47, note.

r before sounds of e, t, v. In 0. to 3, (?) 7. From 4. to 7. (?) palatal

as g in German siegen. In 8. y.

rr, 0. to 8. 7i r, where 7^ = ng in sing, and V was sounded as above.

TK, 0. to 6. (?_) 7iK = nk in think, varying to yxg, &c., compare Mil, NT.
In 7. (?) and 8. 71 y as ng in linger^ and, when initial, g only.

rx, 0. to 8. 7i X, where 71 = ng in sing, and X was sounded as below.

A, 0. (?) very dental d, when initial, but S = th in soothing, between
vowels. From 1. to 8. always S. See p. 47, note.

E, 0. (?) corresponding to subsequent E, H, EI. In 1. and 2. probably
variable when long, ha\ing the sounds afterwards written H, EI,

which see. From 1. to 8. short, as c, e in met, French c, Italian e aperto.

EI, 0. iS: 1. possibly ei', as ei Spanish, ItaUan, or French in conseil. In
2. at least occasionally t, or ee in see ; and perhaps occasionally ei",

cases inseparable. In 3. i more common (?). From end of 4. to 8. l

universal.

ET, refer to AT. In 0. 1. 2. eou (?) Italian eu. From 3. to 5. (?) ^ov&, with
tightened lips, eou^ before mutes and hisses. From 6. to 8. e^S, e^.

When short before vowels it may perhaps have been always e/3.

f in 0. «fe 1. (?) ov, forming a diphthong with following vowel as u in

Italian uomo, novo, Spanish huevo ; but j8 before a consonant.

Z, 0. (?) some substitute for the original sound which generated
Sanscrity. From 1 . to 4. and perhaps to early 5. , z initial occasionally,

and generally z when no vowel preceded ; but generally zz when a
vowel preceded. From late 5. to 8. z. See pp. 43, 44, notes.

£
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H, 0. to 2. used for both vowel and breathing ; 3. to 8. used for vowel
only.

H as spiritus asper 0. (?) strong English and German h ; becoming
weaker through 1. and 2. till it fell into the weak English and modern
Indian jerked utterance of following vowel, without preceding
flatus. From 3. to 8. lost in Attic and common Greek. In 3. it was
not even written. In 4. its writing was revived, but possibly it

was no more sounded than in French and Spanish now. From
middle 5. to 8. never sounded. The spiritus lenis was perhaps
never soimded.

H as vowel, 0. to 3. rj not differing from long e, or e in there, French e.

Possibly in 4 to 6. it may have become more like i, that is perhaps
French e, Italian e chiuso. Occasional confusions of e i u occur in

late 5. In late 6. and 7. practice varied much between tj and i ; but
in 8. I alone prevailed.

Ht, 0. to early 4. rji', faint i, nearly as ay in English pay, say, before a
pause. In late 4. to 8. as H vowel, which see.

HT, refer to AT. From 0. to 1. (?) tjou. From 2. to 5. rjoujS, rjoi/t^. From
6. to 7. 77)8, T}(p, varying in 7. to i/3, i(p. In 8. ifi, i<p only.

©, in early 0. some variant of the sound which generated d-h in San-
scrit, then perhaps rh, passing to rd, or nearly th in eighth. In 1.

to 8. possibly 6 only. See p. 46, note.

I long, 0. to early 5. t, as eevufeet. From late 5. to 8. not distinguished
from I short.

I short, 0. to 8. short of ee in feet, varying to i in fit.

K 0. to 8. /c, or <? in can, varying occasionally by becoming palatal,

and even, dialectally, confused with ch (compare kirk^ church)

before sounds of e, t.

KH, used in oldest inscriptions for X, when X had not been introduced j

always = x (0-
K2, used in some old inscriptions for E ; = Kff or xf (?)• See p. 43, note.

KT, initial, probably always introduced an escape of air between k and
T, as now ; but x^ is often said now.

A, always K, a very dental I.

M, always ix ox m.
Mn, from 0. to 6. the voice of fx was probably prolonged after the nasal

orifice was closed, and before it was produced, thus generating b, and
forming fxbir. In 7. & 8. the ir quite disappeared, and ^b resulted,

which reduced generally to b initially.

N, always v, a very dental n, but assimilated always to following A, M,
P, 2 and becoming M before 11, and then treated as Mn.

NT, refer to Mil. From 0. to 6. probably vdr with very dental generated
d. In 7. & 8. vd, and initially very dental d.

NTZ, in 7. 8. a modern combination used to express English j in jot,

Italian gi in giu.

H, 0. to 5. possibly x<^, see p. 43, note. In 6. and 7. varying with k(t.

In 8. K<T.

0, in 0. (?) corresponding to subsequent O, n, OT. In 1. & 2.

probably varying when long as n and AT, which see ; compare
E. When short, possibly occasionally oo in foot, and always so

before a vowel, see OI. In 3. to 8. always (?) o (except in OI, OT),
or French o in homme, Italian o aperto, nearly English o in hot.

01, 0. 1. to early 4. (?) ovi, like French oui. During 4. varying with
V or French u long, or some similar sound, which became established
in late 4. and lasted through 7., although in 7. the sound varied as

t, and in 8. it is entirely i.
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OT, 0. 1. 2. occasionally perhaps o + ov, like English au + oo, or like

English know before a pausie. Then the first element disappeared,

and ov = 00 in too was only heard. In 3. to 8. a digraph for ov =
French ou, or oo in too only. See T.

n, always tt, except in MIT, which see.

nH, in some early inscriptions, a digraph for *.

nS, in some early inscriptions, a digraph for "V. From 0. to 5. (?) <p<r

(see p. 43, note), then n<r.

TIT initial, probably always introduced an escape of air between tt and t,

as now ; but ^t is often said now.
Q, uncertain, either /c, or Hebrew p, old Latin Q; soon disused.

P, probably strong dental trill with tip of tongue.

PH, medieval form ^, found only in PHOfAI2I in one inscription from
Corcyra (Curtius Grundz., 4 ed. p. 446), uncertain whether aspi-

rated p was ever heard except dialectally or pedantically, never
used in Attic.

S, 0. to 8. (T or « in sits, but z in 2B, 2A, 2M initial, and probably
always z when final before B, A, A, M, N following in same phrase.

B2, A2, M2, N5 never occurrecl,. Perhaps in AA2 the 2 remained
a as in German Hals.

T, always t, a very dental t, with tongue as far advanced as for English
th, favouring the utterance of t9 and rendering to- (which never
occurs in Greek) almost impossible.

TZ, 7. 8. a modem combination to represent the sound of English eh in
chin, Italian c in ci.

T, 0. 1. 2. possibly ov, or oo ha. food, and even short as oo in foot. Pro-
bably retained in that sense in AT, ET, old OT. When in 3. it perhaps
became v, a sound like French u, OT was used for long oo in food
in Attic, and even for short oo in foot dialectally. From 4. to 6.

V, or French u. In 7. use varied between v and i. In 8. always t.

TI, earliest sound uncertain, perhaps ov'i, see OI. After T assumed v

sound, perhaps sounded as vi, that is, as French ui in lui, and re-

mained so to 6. (?), varying perhaps with simple v. In 7. varying
between v and i. In 8. i only.

*, refer to 0. In early 0. some variant of the sound which produced
Sanscrit b-h. Then perhaps irh, leading to irq), as in German
pfau, and in 2. to 8. (p, or Hungarian/, that is, / without allowing
the lower lip to touch the upper teeth ; varying in 8. with English/.
See p. 46, note.

*2, an old Attic digraph for V, probably (par.

X, refer to and *. In early 0. some variant of the sound which pro-

duced Sanscrit ff-h and h. Then perhaps kA (as initial k in komm
in many parts of Germany), and passing into kx* and 2. to 8. x
prevailed. See p. 46, note. In 1. before sounds of e, i, X becomes
German ch in ieh, and this may have occurred at a much earlier

period ; see F.

X2, an old Attic digraph for H, probably x<^> see p. 43, note.

"V, possibly 0. to 7., <p<r rather than wa; but in 7. & 8. apparently fixed

as ira-. See p. 43, note.

n, the long of O, but possibly always w, or Italian o aperto, nearly Eng-
lish fiw in law, as now ; but since late 5. not distinguished from O.

Hi, 0. to early 4. perhaps w'i with faint and vanishing i, but late 4. to 8.

only CO.

ilT, the same as coov, and then wovfi, wov<p, and finally, «)8, oxp ; see AT
and ET.



APPENDIX VI.

DiONYSius ON Greek Pronunciation.

Translated extracts, with explanatory notes, from the treatise hy Aioi/v'aios,

Trepl <Tvv6e(Tfus ovo/jidroov, or the Collocation of Words. The parts in []

are ahhreviated. The Greek word used is added, whenever it seemed
desirahle for the Reader to know the precise expression employed in the

original. The parts in '^ " are given in Greek as examples (E and F,
Appendix III., pp. 27—29.) Only those parts ofthe treatise which bear
on pronunciation are noticed. The chapters follow Schaefer's edition,

Leipzig, 1808 ; and Tauchnitz's stereotype edition, Pion. Hal. Opera
Omnia, Vol. 6, 1870, which can he obtained separately for about a
shilling.

CHArTEii II.—By collocation I mean any method of placing the parts of

gpeech (ra>y rov \6yov fiopluv) beside each other. These are called by
others the elements of reading or writing {o-Toix^7a ttjs Ae^ews). [©eoSe'/c-

T7JS and 'Af)i(TT0T4\'r]s admitted only three—nouns, verbs, and conjunctions.

Subsequent writers, especially the Stoics, raised them to four, distinguished

conjunctions and articles. Then nouns were divided into adjectives and
substantives. Afterwards others disassociated pronouns from nouns,
adverbs from verbs, prepositions from conjunctions, and participles from
adjectives.] But however many we choose to consider them, the connec-
tion and juxtaposition of these parts of speech form what are called phrases

(K«Aa, members) ; and the union {apixovia) of phrases completes periods

(7r€pt($Sovs), which together constitute the whole of what is said {rhv

avixiravra \6yov) ,

Chapter hi.—All writing or speaking (Ae^is) by which we symbolise
thought, must be in verse (eyu/ierpos) or in prose {dfierpos). [To shew the
effect of the collocation of words in each kind, examples are given from
-Homer, Od. xvi. 1-16,* and Herodotus, i. 8, 9, translated from the Ionic

to the common dialect.]

Chapter iv.—To make you better feel the force of collocation in poetry
and prose, I will take sopie passages which are allowed to be well con-
structed, and by altering the arrangements {rhs apfiovlas ficraOels) I will

change the character both of the verse and the prose. First take these
lines of Homer, II. xii. 433-5.

ciAA' €xoi', Siare raKavra yvv^ x^f"'^''"'^ a\7}6^s,

i^r€ (TTaOfihv exovaa not eJ^ioj/, aficpls av4\K^i

lard^ova ,'lva itaialv aet/cea fiitrdhv ^prjrai.

This is in perfect heroic, dactylic hexameters. Now by merely chang-.

ing the order of the words, I will make the lines into tetrameters, and, iv,

place of heroic, accentual {'7rpo(ra}SiKovs), thus

ctAA* exov, &(iTi yvvi] x^P^^'^'^^ rdKayra a\T}9}]S,

tJt' etpioif aiJL(p\s koI (TTad/xhv ^x^vtr' i.U€\K€i

lad^ova Xv de(/cea iraKTlv &poiTo [sic] fiiadSp.

* Of course Aio^vaios had no conception how to pronounce "O/Mtipos

except as he himself pronounced
;
yet he goes on to speak of the beauty of

the passage which " seduces and be\vitches the ear," (indyerai kui Kr^K^l

jas oLKods,) and to shew that this effect does not depend on the words used
^ut on thciy colloc^tiop.
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These are so called Priapean or ithyphallic verses, like

ov fie^TjKos, us Aeyerai, rod v4ov Aioviffov,

Kt^yw 8' e| evepyeclrjs a}pyiaafi4pos ^«ca>.

dSevwv Ur]\ov(TiaKhi' Kvecpaios Ttaph. TeAfia.*

Chapter x.—After these definitions we have to speak of what a person
should aim at who wishes to put a composition (Ae|ji/) well together (a-vy-

riOeuai), and by what rules he will attain his end. The two principal aims
(reAiKcoTara), as I conceive, which those who wish to write good verse or
prose should desire to attain {fcpUa-Bai dei) are pleasure to the ear {rj 7}5ov^)

and beauty to the mind (rh KaXhu).

Chap. xi.—Now there are four principal elements of pleasure to the ear
and beauty to the mind,—music (ficKos, difference of pitch), rhythm {pvOfxhsf

division of time), change {ixera^oX^, avoidance of uniformity), and the
result of these three, appropriateness (rh irpeirhu). Under what is pleasing

(tV v^ov^v), I class elegance (t^i/ S>pav), grace (ri]i/ x^P^^)y flowingness

(rVci'O'TO/uia*'), sweetness {rrju 7AuKirr77Ta), persuasiveness {rh iridavht/) , and
such like. Under what is beautiful {rh KaAhi/), I put magnificence (t^j/

fieyaKoirpeTTCiai/), weight {t}) ^dpos), solemnity (t^;/ (re/jivoXoyiap), dignity

(rh a^'KOfxa), persuasiveness {rh iridavov, as before), and such like.

Now I said that the ear is pleased first with music, then with rhythm,
next with change, and above all with appropriateness. For the truth of
this I appeal to experience, which cannot be accused of misleading in

* This third line is added from 'H^atcTTiwi/, as explained by Schafer,

who translates :
" Non sum profanus, ut dicitur : Bacchi juvenilis ex beue-

ficio et ipse sacris initiatus adsum, dum vespertinus iter facerem juxta
Pelusiacum palfidem." The (hepyiai-qs is also from 'li^aKTTicoVy as the

MSS. of Aiovvaios read ipyaaifjs. Mr. E. M. Geldart, Cambridge (New)
Journal of Philology, 1869, p. 160, as quoted by Dr. Wagner, in his Medi-
eval Greek Texts, Preface, shews that these lines, and the transformed

lines of Homer, if read as modem Greek (period 8.), would give, rather

rough, arixoi iroXiriKoi, or the usual modem verse. By improving the
transposition (as Dr. Wagner suggests, but since he reads ^Ipiov and not

etpiov, I have altered his arrangement somewhat) they can be made still

better, thus (writing the modem pronunciation as in Appendix IV., p. 31,
with stress mark),

a\ 6'xo*' Q'<n€ Ta'Xavra -\i6i'(r yivi' x^P^^'"^^^}

I'Te (TTaQfio'v kc I'piov e'xovcr aficprcr uv^'Xki

lara'^oua- I'ua a'piro ireci'v fxia-Qo'u aiKe a,

•where at forms a monosyllable like our long I. The three Priapean lines

are also fairly modern, except in the altered word ivcpyeal-ns, which may
not yet be right, and ipyao-irjs irws, or some such phrase, may be correct,

in which case the modern Greek would read

ov )86)8tA.os, OS Ae'yere, rou ue'ov Aiovi'aov,

Kayo' 8' e| epyacri'is irws opyiazfie'yos I'Ko

ohe^ov UiXovaiaKO'u Ki'€(pe'os irapa' rfXna.

However, there is no occasion to resort to this absolute neglect of quantity,

particularly as Aiopvcios upholds it. We may only consider that by a-rixovs

irpoa-cpdiKovs he meant verses in which the effect of high pitch was increased

by superadding stress, so as to give it preponderance over mere quantity,

producing much the same effect as the quantified Hellenic of p. 31, above.

This would do no more force to pronunciation than we are accustomed to

hear in the popular sing-song delivery of English ballads.
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feelings common to all. Is not everyone led away and enchanted with
one melody (yweAwSios), and indifferent to another? and feels at home
(oiKciovrai) with one set of rhythms, and is annoyed with another ? Why,
I myself have seemed to learn, even in the most crowded theatres, that

we have all of us a natural instinct (oIkciStius) for good melody aud good
rhythm, for I have seen an excellent and skilful lyrist (Kidapia-Tijs) hissed

off by the crowd for having struck a single false string, and thus spoiled

the music, and I have seen a first-rate piper {avXrjr^s) suffer the same
punishment, when, by blowing unsuitably or not compressing his lips, he
has made a false note, or, as they say, "played out of tune." Yet if you
ask any private man to take the instrument and do what he blamed the

others for missing, he would not be able. Why so ? because this is a por-

tion of science {iirKxr-fifiTj) in which all have not shared, whereas the other

arises from a natural feeling. And I have seen the same thing as regards

rhji;hm, how every one has been angry and annoyed, when some one played,

or moved, or sang out of measure, and destroyed the rhythm. Nor is it

right to say that melody and rhythm give pleasure and all are bewitched
by them, but changes and appropriateness have not the same elegance

and grace, and do not affect all hearers in the same way, because we know
that they perfectly enchant us when they are rightly executed, and when
they are wrongly produced they occasion great annoyance. Who would
not agree with me ? It seems, indeed, that if instrumental or charming
vocal music or graceful dancing were thoroughly well executed, and
yet had not the proper changes, or ceased to be appropriate (tow

irpeirovTos a.TroTrXavriOeicr'ns) , our weariness (6 Kdpos) would be severe {0apvs),

and the unsuitableness of the conclusion to the premises would be unplea-

sant. I am not employing an illustration which is foreign to my subject.

For the science of public oratory (^ twu noKin.Koiv \6yQ)v eTrio-rrj/xTj) is itself

a part of music, and differs from instrumental and vocal music in quantity,

not in quality (t^ ttoot^, ov^^ rep Troup). In oratory itself,''word8 (at \e^eis)

have melody, and rhythm, and change, and appropriateness, and the ear is

therefore delighted with the music, led away by the rhythm, loves the
changes, and in especial desires appropriateness (rh oIkHov, used as a syno-

nym for rh vpeTTov). The difference is one of degree (kot^ rh /jluWov koI

^rrov).
" The music of speech* is measured by a single interval, which is, as

nearly as possible, that called a Fifth. It does not rise in pitch above
three Tones and a half,t nor is it depressed in pitch more than this

amount. Moreover, the whole utterance during one part of speech, (that is,

a whole word, see Chapter ii., p. 37), is not delivered at the same pitch of

the voice, but one part of it is at a high pitch, another at a low pitch, and
another at both. Of those which have both pitches, such as are of one
syllable have a low pitch imperceptibly blended with the high,;J: and these

we call circumflexed. But such as are of several syllables keep the two
pitches apart in distinct places, each place retaining its proper nature. §

* See the Greek, Appendix III., F, supra, p. 28.

t Which measure a Fifth, C to D one Tone, B to E one Tone, E to F
half a Tone, F to G one Tone,—total C to G, or a Fifth, three Tones and a
half. In Norwegian the interval is said by Prof. Storm, to be usually a
Fourth, and in Swedish it is said by Weste to be about a Third or less.

X That is, the voice glides from the high to the low pitch, and does not
Jump from high to low.

§ That is, one pitch does not glide into the other, but each is distinctly
separated, as the notes on a piano.
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In dissyllables there is no space intermediate between high pitch and
low pitch. But in polysyllabic words, of all kinds, there is but one syllable

which has the high pitch among many which have the low pitch. On
the other hand, vocal and instrumental music uses a greater number of
intervals," not only the Fifth, but, beginning with the Octave, plays the
Fifth, the Fourth, the Tone, and the Semitone, and, as some think, the
Quarter-tone (Steo-ts)* distinctly, and does not hesitate to subordinate the
words to the air, instead of the air to the words, as we may see by
several instances, and among others from the melodies which Evpnrid7]$

has put into the mouth of 'EX4ut} when addressing the chorus, in his

'Op4(Trr}s (v. 140-3) :

alya, aiya, \iVKhv ^xvos dpjSvArjs

Ti0eiT6, fj.^ KTUTrerre.

airoirpo^aT' e/cetcr' omoirpoGi Ko'nas.\

For in these lines 0-770. a^ya, XevKhv are sung (jueAijjSeiTot) to one note

(e^' evhs <f)66yyov), although each of the words has both low pitch and
high pitch (Bapeias re rda-eis e^ft Koi o^eias, the rda-eis or pitches here
referring to the irpoatpdias or accents). Then the word ap^vK-qs is sung
with the second and third syllable at the same pitch (eVt fiiari avKKa^-^

tV rpiTTiv 6ix6tovou exet)? although it is impossible {b.^n]xdl.vov 6vros, not to

be managed by any contrivance) for one word to receive two acutes

(o|€tas)t- Again, in Tid^lre, the first syllable is lower (^apvr^pa), and tho
two following are both acute and in unison {o^vtovoI t€ koI 6iJ.6(puvoi). In
KTimeTre the circumflex {6 irepia-iraa-ixhs) has vanished, for both syllables

are spoken at the same pitch (ixiS. \e')ov7ai rdaei). Also aiT(m-p6$aT€ does
not receive the acute accent {Trpoa-cfSiap 6^e7av) on its middle syllable, but
the pitch {rda-is) of the third is thrown back on to the fourth. §

* The diesis, in Greek music, has several meanings. In the enharmonic
mode in which the Semitone was divided into two nearly equal parts, each
was called a diesis, thus : the lengths of three strings being as 30, 31, 32,

the first and last Semitone apart, and the middle one would be a Quarter-
tone from either.

t Dindorf 's text is

ff7ya, (r7ya. AeTrrbv "ixi^os apBvArjs

riOere. fir] ypo0€7re, /jlt] '(Ttw ktvttos.

anowph ^ar^ e/ceTc' airoirpo (xoi Koiras.

These are the first lyric lines in the tragedy. The remarks of Aiovv'crios

refer, of course, to the music he himself heard, which is scarcely likely to

have been the same as that used when the tragedy was first represented,

B.C. 408, more than thx-ee centuries before his time. Mr. Geldart (Modern
Greek Language in its relation to Ancient Greek, Oxford, 1870, p. 63)
points out that similar discrepancies occur in the modem Greek setting of
words to music, where " the musical rhythm modifies the natural or accen-
tual, by the non-coincidence of its ictus, and by the lengthening (or tov^,

as the Greeks called it) of certain syllables." Instances of similar dis-

regard to force-accent in Italian and English music are also quite common.
+ Aiovvffios is forgetting the case of an enclitic which may put a second

acute accent, as the following h^vrovoi tc.

§ This passage establishes without the least doubt that the difference of
acute and grave was to Aiovv'aios a difference of pitch only, quite inde-

pendently of force or length, and results in the rules given in Appendix I.,

p. 2 1 , andexplained in text, pp. 1 2 to 1 7, and exemplified inAppendix II.
, p. 2 1

.
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" Rhythms* are treated in the same way. For utterance, when unac-
companied by milsic, (or, in usual prose, ire(i] \4^is is used in both senses,)

neither forces nor interchanges the lengths of syllables in any noun or

verb, but preserves long and short syllables as it has received them by
nature. Yet the arts of rhythm and music transform the lengths of syl-

lables by lessening and increasing them, so that they often make them
pass into their opposites. For they do not gauge their times by the syl-

lables, but the syllables by their times."

After shewing the difference between music and speech (p Siu<p€p€i novffiKi)

\oyiKTJs) it remains to be said that the melody of the voice (t77s (pcot/rjs

fjLc^os), not in singing (t^s cpdiKrjs) but in ordinary tones {\\/l\rjs), although
it is pleasant to the ear, should rather be called melodious (eu/xeAes) than
in melody (e/*/A€Ae$), and the symmetrical arrangement of this melodious
utterance in the dixration of words (that is, in quantity, eV toTs xp^^^is twv
fjLopiwy) makes it rather rhythmical (je{jpvOiJ.os) than in rhythm {$i/pvdfjLos).f

Chapter xiii.—From all these we have to construct beauty in the

arrangement of words, and hence to be pleasing. The cause is to be
sought in the nature of letters (t) ruv ypan/xaTuv (pvais) and the power of

syllables (^ ruv (rvWa^Siv SvUafxis) out of which words are woven.

ChapterXIV.—There are certain principles (apxat) in human and articu-

late speech {ii/dpdpou (puurjs) which cannot be further analysed and are

called elements {(TToix^7a) and letters {ypdfifiaTa) ;—letters because they
are indicated by strokes (ypafifiaTs), and elements, because every sound of
the voice derives from them, and resolves ultimately into them. Now
these elements and letters have different natures. The first distinction

consists, as 'ApuTrS^evos the musician shewed, in some being vocal sounds
((pwrns) and others noises {\l/6(povs); the former consist of the vowels
{<f>(i)i^'f)€i/Ta), and the latter of all the rest (to \onra -ndvTo.). The second
distinction consists in that some of those which are notJ vowels are able to

produce some kind of whizzing, hissing, or clacking noises (poi^ov, avpiyfihv,

voTnrvfffihv), and such like, but others have neither voice {<pa}yr}s) nor noise

{il/6<pov), and cannot be sounded by themselves. The latter are said to bo
voiceless {&<p(ava) and the former semi-voiced {r]fii(pa>pa). Those who adopt

* See Greek text. Appendix TIL, F. p. 29.

t All these distinctions are enforced for Latin by Cicero, " Esse ergo in

oratione numerum quondam non est difficile cognoscere."—Orator, § 183.
" Est autem in dicendo quidam cantus obsciirior in quo illud etiam no-
taudum mihi videtur ad studium persequendae suavitatis in vocibus.

Ipsa enim natura, quasi modularetur hominum orationem, in omni verbo
posuit aciitam vocem, nee un-l plus, nee a postrema syllaba citra tertiam.'*

—Ibid. § 57. And in many other places from the same work, which shew
that the elements of accent were the same in both languages, and were by
both writers considered "natural," although the feeling for them has so

utterly perished in the greater part of Europe that they appear thoroughly
Mw-natural to Englishmen and other nationalities. The same is also true

of quantities. Compare Cicero, " omnium longitudinum et brevitatum in

Bonis, sicut acutarum graviumque vocum judicium, ipsa natiira in auribus
nostris coUocavit."—Ibid. § 173.

X There is no " not " in the text, but it is evidently wanted for the
sense. The correction generally made is to turn "vowels" into "conso-
nants," but consonants are never mentioned as such, and the previous

division is into vowels and " the rest," that is, vowels and non-vowels.
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a tripartite division of the first or elementary powers of the voice, apply
the temi voiced {(pioi/ijei/Ta.) to those which can sound either alone or with
others, and are perfect in themselves (auToreA^), and give the name of
semi-voiced {r](xi<pwva) to those which sound better with the voiced letters,

but sound worse and imperfectly ix^'ip6v re koL ovk avToreXus) by them-
selves ; and apply the term voiceless (dcpcofo) to those which have neither
a perfect voice nor a half-perfect (•^/UJTeAetas) voice by themselves, bat
can be pronounced in conjunction with others.*

It is not easy to say precisely (aKpifius) what is the number of these
elements, as the matter caused much doubt {a-Kopiav) to our predecessors.

Some imagined that there were only '13 elements of speech, and that the
rest were compounded fi-om them ; others that there were more than tho
24 now in use. But this investigation belongs rather to grammar, metrics,

and philosophy. It is sufiicient for us to assume that there are exactly 24
elements of speech, and to describe what belongs to each, beginning with
the vowels.

There are seven vowels— ivfo long, H and Ci; [two short, E and Of],
three doubtful (Si'xpo^a), A, I and T, which are both lengthened (eKjei-

j/cTot) and shortened (o-uo-rfAAeTat), and are indifferently tenned double-
timed {^ixpova), and variable {ix^ra-nrtaTiKa). " While all these:}: are pro-
nounced, the windpipe constricts the breath,^ the mouth assumes a simple
form,

II
and the tongue does nothing,^ but remains quiet.** Moreover, the

long [vowels]," and the doubtful vowels, w^henever any of them are
spoken long, "have the passage of the breath extended and continuous,tt
but the short vowels are uttered with a snap, and one stroke of the breath,

the windpipe being moved for a short time." The strongest and pleasantest

of these are the long vowels, and the doubtful vowels wheq. prolonged
(lj.7]KvveTai), because they are heard for a long time and do not cut off the

* On referring to the treatise of 'Api(ttot4\t]s Trepl aKovaruVf the notion

which underlies all Greek phonetics will be seen to be as follows. Breath is

expelled by the lungs through the windpipe into the mouth, whence it

passes out. The chief differences of speech-sounds are effected by * the

strokes of the air ' (at rov aepos TrKr)ya\) and the configurations of the

mouth (ol Tov aTo/xaTos (TXTliJ-^T^o-fJ-<^0- ^^ ^^^ state of the lungs, their

hardness, drj^ness, thickness, or softness, moistness, freedom, much stresS

is laid ; and also on the amount and strength of the ' stroke,' which drives

out the air forcibly {iK9\i$y rhu de'pa ^laiws). Much is said of a long and
short windpipe. ''All that have long necks speak forcibly, as geese, cranes,

and cocks. When the windpipe is short, the breath necessary falls out
quickly, and the stroke of the air becomes stronger, and all such persons

must speak sharper {o^urepoy) because of the rapidity with which the

breath is borne on." But there is not the least reference to the larynx or

vocal chords, to the real organ by which voice proper is formed. No
doubt Aiovv'aios was not wiser than 'ApiaToreA-qs in these matters. This
must be well borne in mind for the full appreciation of what follows.

t These words were inserted by Sir Thomas Smith when quoting the

passage in his treatise, De recta et emendata Linguae Graeeae pronuntia-

tione, lib. ii. (Havercamp 26, 5i2) ; and as they are evidently wanted,
they were adopted in Upton's edition, and are inserted by Schafer in [ ].

f See Greek, Appendix III., p. 27.

§ Probably this is what he considered the cause of voice, see note *.

11
Meaning perhaps that it is not continually varied in shape.

• If That is, does not move about, though it directs the breath.
** Meaning that it does not vibrate as for A and p.

ft That is, the breath passes ia a long unbroken stream.
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continuance {rhp r6vov) of the breath. The short vowels, or those uttered

briefly, are worse because they are small-voiced {mKpdcptava) and emascu-
late (airaSovi^d) the sound. "Of these long [vowels] themselves* the most
agreeable is A, when it is sustained, because it is uttered with the mouth
as far open as possible, and with the breath carried upwards to the palate.f

The second is H, because it leans the sound which follows against the
base of the tongue, but not upwards, [the mouth] being moderately
open.| The third is n, for in this the mouth is rounded and puckers up
the lips, and the breath makes its stroke against the extreme opening.

§

Less than this is T,|| for since there is a considerable contraction about the
lips themselves, the sound is smothered and comes out narrow.H Last of

all is I, for the stroke of the breath takes effect against the teeth,** the

* See Greek text, Appendix ITI., E., p. 27, last line.

t The position of the tongue has to be inferred from the presumed direc-

tion of the breath, on which many other writers besides Aiovv'a-ios have
laid stress ; for A probably the tongue was depressed, so as to allow the
breath to enter the mouth freely, and the sound was either a in father, or,

with a still more depressed tongue, the French a in passer, which is a
coimnon Scotch pronunciation of the vowel a.

X Supply rod arSixaTos in the original. * Leans' as a spear against the wall,

not * carries upwards' as before. * The soimd which follows,' is rather ob-
sctire. It is most probable that the sound was e in there, for, in making
this follow a ra father, the sj^eaker will perceive some permanent sensation

about the back part of the tongue, and feel that the stream of air which
formerly played about the hard palate has ceased to be perceptible.

§ The general sense is clear, the word aKpoardfiiov is difficult to trans-

late precisely, but as the inside of the lips is felt to tremble when o in

ifre is said, this may have given origin to the notion here expressed. The
exact variety of o is of course doubtful.

II
How less ?—inferior in quality of tone, or in the degree of opening of

the mouth f Both might be implied, and both would be true.

If So far as the lips are concerned, this description would stdt either

the French u or the English oo, but the latter part of the description is

better suited to French «, and from the Latins having at this time repre-

sented this sound by their new sign Y (the usual form of Greek T in in-

scriptions) in place of their own V (which was our oo), we may feel sure

that the sound was not English oo, and, if not, that it was most probably
French u, as we know that it was so subsequently.
** As the lips are not closed, there are only the teeth to limit the

aperture.

ft No limitation is necessary, the lips may be as open for our ee as for

our ah, but they may be also slightly open from the centre to the comers, no
part being in contact.

Xt There can be no doubt that our ee is meant, and, although this is

usually considered to be a * bright' sound, it will be found that if, while
singing it, and without moving the tongue, the lips be as much closed as

for our 00, the result, which will be French u, is much more musical.

Whatever doubt may remain from this description of the precise shades
of soxmd, there can be none that 77, v, i had different sounds, as indeed
transcriptions of Greek into Latin letters and Latin into Greek letters

shew that they had, partially at least, down to the 12th century a.d.,

although the confusion was complete in the 15th, as it has since remained.

Aiopvaios does not describe the diphthongs AY, ET, or the digraphs AX,
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Not one of the short vowels has an agreeable sound, hut O is the least disa-

greeable, for the mouth is more widely open for it than for any other, and
receives the stroke [of the breath] near the windpipe rather than other-

wise."*
Such is the nature of the vowels ; the semi-voiced letters are as follows.

They are eight in ntimber, five simple (airXa) A. M, N, P, 2, and three

double (SiTrAa) Z, E. V. The latter are called double either because they
are compounds (awOera), Z being made up of 5 and A, H of K and 2, and "V

of n and 2, melting into each other {crvye^Oap/xepav a\\7}\ois), but each
retaining its own sound (I8iau cpwv^y) ; or because they occupy the space

{x^P°-^ eTrexeiy) of two letters in syllables. Of each of these the double
letters are superior to the simple ones, because they are greater {fi^i^ova)

and approach more closely (fiaWov iYyiC^iv) to the perfect letters {toTs

reXeiois) ; and the simple letters are inferior, because they contract the
sound to shorter lengths {els fipaxvrepovs avTciv r6vovs (Tvvdyi(TQai).-\' The

EI, OI, OT, which we know from other sources had then the simple
sounds assigned to them in this Appendix. Some remarks bearing on
AI. OI will be found in Chap. xxii. p. 50. In his Antiq. i. 20, Aiovv'trios

defines the F as OT avWa^}] ii/l (ttoix^'i^ ypaipoixivt], and Bekk. Aoiecd, 777
says that the JEoMc F had the sound of OI and OT. As Curtius remarks
(Grundz., 4th ed., p. 549), we must certainly assume OI to have had the
latei- pronunciation of French w, and hence we get French u and German
u as the two nearest vowel sounds to F. This agrees perfectly with the
assumption that at that time F was pronounced as ^8 or German w.

* This would best suit our aw in awn shortened, that is, very nearly our
in on. Short E is not referred to, nor the short sounds of A, I, T.

t These remarks on Z, H, "V have occasioned great difficulty. Taking
the last first, how can the sounds of E, Y be * greater ' than those of 2, if

they consist of ko-, tto-, and k, it have no sound at all ? And again, how
can no-sounds, the dcpcova, k, -nr,

* melt,' that is, gradually shade away
into a following rjfiicpayov ? Would not, however, both remarks apply if

really xo". <pa' were said, as they were actually written in old Attic inscrip-

tions ? And would not the fact that E, "*" occur from K, IT or from r, B
uniting with a following 2, as in the nominative, suggest kct, ira to a
gi-ammarian, even if x^t <P<^ were said ? When we consider that a and H
(aspirate) were allied, and that k, tt always became x> <}> before H (aspirate),

it seems more consonant to old Greek habits to suppose that x? <?> were
used before o- also. Hence I interpret Aiovvaios as ha\dng meant X2, *2,
when he wrote, or at any rate when his MSS. give, K2, 112. The case of
Z is the most difficult. 2A was an ^olic form of Z in certain cases,

according to the statements of grammarians, which Ahrens (i. 4o-48)
shews to be doubtful ; at any rate the ^olic dialect had Z also. It is not
likely that aS was used, but it is likely that 2 was sounded as z before A
when 2 ended and A began the following word, and hence that Z may-
have been described, falsely, as compounded of 2 and this A. We have
no right to assume that 2A meant sd or zd. The relation of z to our ih

in the is well known from lispers, who change one into the other. Cur-
tius assumes dz to have been the sound. I suspect dz or even dz to have
been an impossible initial combination to a Greek. We find a<T originating
from (Ty^ry, 6y, Ky, xil (Curtius, Grimdz., 4 ed., pp. 652-657), and ^arising
from Sy, yy (ibid., p. 657), which are exactly parallel phenomena, and lead
to the conclusion that ^ was zz, but that, as it only occurred in this double
form, the simple was used in the sense of a double letter. This would recon-
cile Aioyi/aios with these grammatical transformations. That the 2 in 2A
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simple (semi-voiced^ letters are separately pronounced thus. For A the

tongue is raised against the palate, and the windpipe constricts the breath.

For M the mouth is shut tight (Trteo-^eVros) by the lips, [and the breath]

distributed {ix^piCofx^t'ov) through the nostrils. For N, the tongue shuts

off the passage of the breath, and trimsfers duLeracpepovaris) the sound to

the nostrils. For P, the tip of the tongue sends out the breath in beats*

(tt]s y\(»)<T(rris &Kpas aTroppaTri^oixrris rb iryevfia), and rises up towards the

palate near the teeth. For 2, the tongue is brought up towards the

palate, and the breath is carried through the middle of the palate till it

drives out a light and narrow hiss (AeTrr^j/ Kal arfvhv cvpiyixa) about the

teeth. But the three other semi-voiced letters have their noise {y\i6(pop) mixed,

meant z appears from what AiouC'crios presently says, that Z is " quietly

roughened by the breath" {riavxf, T(f irvevfian Saavu^Tai), impljdng that it

was voiced. Indeed the apposition of A was probably merely a means of

shewing that 2 was to have a z sound, and the continuation of this z, in

the form zz, not being expressible by Greek letters (as was the continua-

tion of pure cr into (ra), the A was left to express the second z as well. I

have found much clumsier contrivances in endeavouring to convey the
unknown sound of S, our th in thei/ breathe. Thus "Westphal (Meth. Gram,
der Griech. Spr., Jena, 1870) says: "after S there is heard an additional

gentle aspiration {Hauchlaut) which almost sounds like German /." That
is, he actually generates 5 from dy, which Curtius considers one of the

generators of Z, so that Westphal and Curtius together would almost
justify Aicj-'uVios for using 2A to represent zz !

Z is found in the earliest Greek alphabets, and it must therefore be
assumed to represent either an original, as distinct from a merely generated
Greek sovmd, or one generated long before the invention of letters.

This sound may have been z, as Z corresponds in form and position with
the Phenician letter that in Hebrew had that sound, although the Greek
name of Z coiTesponds with what we call the Hebrew tsadi, which was
not ts, but a peculiar form of s still existing as the Arabic sad. In "OfjLrjpos

the metre requires Z initial in a few names to be a single and not a
double letter, as it does not "make position," but as this occurs only in

names that could not be otherwise brought into hexametral verse

(ZdKvvOos, II. ii. 634. Od. i. 246; ix. 24; xvi. 123; xix. 131, And
ZeAem, II. ii. 824; iv. 103, 121), no weight can be attached to such
a circumstance. The old Sanscrit analogue to ( was y (Curt, ib.,

pp. 609-615), to which sometimes 5i and sometimes 8 corresponds. But
in later times the Sanscrit J and Greek Z were confounded. (Weber,
Monatsber. der Preuss. Acad., 1871, pp. 613-632.) This does not estab-

lish anything, as there was no z in Sanscrit, and no consonant y or^ in

Greek. By experiments made by Admiral Nolloth on Chinese who had
never before heard English, he ascertained during the war (as he informed
me m Sept(;mber 1876), ihiitpijiu was the way in which a Chinese natu-
rally imitated the word 'business,' that is, hizin-es, with jy for b andy for

z, and es unpronounced. There was no Latin z till it was introduced to

represent Z, but ss was used in older Latin for Z, which favours zz. No
one has accepted sd, or cS, or So- as the sound of ^, although dz finds nu-
merous defenders, and some accept zd as analaguus to ct, (also often

written by one letter r, bearing a stiiking resemblance to ^,) or 28, as the
sound, and some propose English j.

* The word 'beats' as a musical term exactly expresses the action of r,

which alternately allows sound to pass in large and small quantities, and
seems to give the effect of the Greek, literally "raps off" the breath,

Pani^o) being to "rap," or " beat" with a rod, ^«7rts.
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being made up of 2, one of the [simple] semi-voiced letters, and three of

the voiceless letters, K, A, and IT.

These are the configurations of the semi-voiced letters. But each has
a different way of exciting the ear. A pleases it, and is the sweetest

(yXvKvraTotf) of the semi-voiced letters. P roughens it (Tpaxvfd) and is the
noblest of its fellows. The nasals M and N produce a middle effect,

making the sound like those of a horn (KepaToeiS^Ts). But 2 is ungraceful
and unpleasant {^x"P' '^«' ctTjSes), and becomes very disagreeable when it

abounds, for a hiss seems more like a savage and irrational cry than an
intelligent voice {(pcovT]s KoyiKrjs). Hence some of the ancients used it

sparingly and guardedly, and even composed whole songs without a 2. . . .

But of the three other, so-called double, letters, Z is the pleasantest to

the ear. For H delivers (airo^Saxn) its hiss by means of K, and ^ by
means of n, both of which are smooth* (ipiAwi/). But Z is quietly

roughened by the breath, and is the noblest of its fellows. Thus much
about the semi-voiced letters.

There are nine letters called voiceless (acpwucoy), three smooth (i^tA-A),

thi-ee rough (Satrea), and three between these. The smooth are K, n, T;
the rough X, *, ; and common to both (Koiya a.fjL(poLv), r, B, A. These
are thus pronounced. Three, IT, *, B, from the edges of the lips {a-nh twi/

X^iXioov &Kp(ai/), when, the mouth being compressed, the breath driven from
the lungs loosens the fastening (rhv Sca-fihv aurov). Of these n is smooth,
* rough, and B midway between both (fx^aov a^i^oii/), for it is smoother
than one and rougher than the other. This is the first group {avCvyia) of

three voiceless letters, spoken with a similar configuration (ofxoiq) o-xTj/iart),

but differing in smoothness and roughness. Three others, T, 0, A, are

spoken with the tongue pressing against the mouth at its top, towards the

upper teeth, and then, having been gently struck (vno^pairi(o/j.4vrjs) by the

breath, allowing it to pass out round the teeth. These also differ in

roughness and smoothness ; IT is smooth, rough, and A between and
belonging equally to both (e-nlKoivou). This is the second group of voiceless

letters. The three remaining voiceless letters, K, X, and r, are spoken
with the tongue raised to the palate near the pharjTix, the windpipe
echoing back to the breath (ttjs aprrjpias vin}xovar7]s ry TTi/cvfiaTi). These
do not in any way (ov5ei/l) differ from each other in configuration (t^
ax'hlJ-aTi), except that K is uttered smoothly, X roughly, and r moderately
(fxeTpius), and between them. Those are strongest (KpaTia-To) which are

spoken with much (iroWcy) breath; then those with middle (fxea-C}}) breath

;

but those with smooth (^i\^) breath are worse (/ca/cico). For these have
only their own force, but the rough letters have also the addition of the
breath (t^j/ toG irvev^aros irpo(rd7jK7]i/), so that they approach to being most
perfect {re\eL6TaTa).f

* ITnaccompanied by voice, but in this case possibly not mute, see the
next following note.

t This passage has never been thoroughly understood, and I cannot
pretend to explain the meaning perfectly, because the writer himself did
not know the real actions which he is vaguely describing. The first diffi-

culty arises from the words I have translated smooth and 7-oi(ffh ; }pl\hs

properly means "rubbed bare," especially applied to skin from which the
hair has been rubbed off, and is hence properly opposed to Saavs, " shaggy
or rough with hair." As applied to sound, the words are thus defined by
'A/JiCTOTeArjs, irepl aKovaruv : Aacremt 5e etVt tmu (pcoywi/, 'Serais ^audei/ rb
TTvev/xa ei»0€co>- (TuveKfidKKoiJ.iv fx^Ta rwy (pdoyyoDU. ''ViKal 8e elai rovvavTioVy

txrai ylyvopjai x^P^^ '''^^ '^^'^ TrvivpLa,Tos Ik^oKtis.—" Those vocal sounds aye
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Chapter xv.—From these letters with these powers, syllables are formed.
Syllables are long which are composed of long vowels, or of doubtful

vowels prolonged, or which end in a long letter, or one spoken in a pro-

rough for which we expel breath from within immediately with the sounds,
and on the contrary those are smooth which take place without any expul-
sion of breath." In this case the smooth letters would be mute, like our

p, t, k, and the rough letters would be accompanied by breath, like our/,
th, s, sh, hence the usual names of mutae IT, T, K, asjnrdtae *, 0, X. But Ato-

vvaios\& very careful in saying that the configuration of the vocal organs is

the same for IT and *, for T and 0, for K and X. If then n, T, K are mute,
or admit of no expulsion of breath, how can the same position in *, 0, X
admit of any such expulsion ? The words may mean that a strong breath
escapes after loosening the contact in this case and not in the other. This,

however, does not seem to be the natural meaning of the words. But
they may mean that the contact is not so tight for the last three as for the

first, so that a continuous stream of air passes. And this opinion is enforced

by the last two sentences in the text, shewing that *, 0, X are spoken
with " much breath," and though having this "addition of the breath,"

"approach to being most perfect" (reAet^TaTo), which must mean "resemble
vowels which are auTorcA^." I cannot reconcile this remark with any
other sound of *, 0, X than (p, 6, x? which (when the teeth are not touched by
the lower lip for <}>, and are touched by the tongue for t) are produced, to

all intents and purposes, with the same configuration {o^o'k^ (rxvi^o-'^') as ir,

T, K. This being admitted, what are B, A, r? They must clearly be in

the same position as either tt, t, k or </>, 6. X' They must also be pro-

nounced with a "moderate" breath {jxiacf iryevfiaTi). Now generally
voiced consonants as b, d, g or /8, S, 7, are considered softer than the cor-

responding mute or "flated" consonants tt, t, k and ^, 0, %. Actually
the air is expelled with much less force for the voiced than for the voiceless

consonants, as we can readily feel by holding the back of the hand near the
lips and first saying s and then z, prolonging the hiss of the first and the
buzz of the second without allowing the buzz to fall into a hiss. The
cause of this difference seems to be that the force of the wind for the
voiced consonants is expended upon causing the vocal chords to vibrate.

Hence I interpret the effects which Aioj/vVtos variously describes as being
" between (/xera^i*) smooth and rough " (whence the term mediae), as

" common to both," as " midway between both," as "belonging equally
to both," as " tittered moderately," with a "moderate" breath, to mean
" voiced continuously," so that the voice is heard for as long as the breath
is heard in <p, Q, X' This would make B, A, r to be the true modern Greek
i8, S, 7, and not our b, d, g, which are unknown to the modern Greek,
except when generated by the action of preceding /*, v, 71 upon tt, t, k.

To English speakers who have 1) tt, t (not t), k\ 2)/(not ^), 0, (not x) ; 3) v

(not jS), S, (not 7) ; and 4) b, (non-dental) d, g, it seems strange that the last

series should be altogether wanting and the third complete. But if the
old Greeks really generated b, dental d, g by means of the combinations
/iir, VT, 7iK, as seems probable, because the modern Greeks have completed
the generation, then both ancient and modem had and have the four series

complete 1) tt t k, 2) <^ X> 3) /8 5 7, 4) /utt vr jik ; and in this respect

are superior to any other nation in Europe, and also to the Indians, who
had no 6 and obtained (p, x hy generation only, and were quite ignorant of

the third series. The Spanish has the first series complete, and substitutes

for the second its /, z,j; in the third it has /3, and d a substitute for 5, but
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longed manner (jbLaKpws) whether semi-voiced or voiceless. SyUahles are
short which consist of a short vowel, or one taken as short, and end
similarly. There are different kinds of length and shortness of syllables.

no 7 (unless, as some assert, / be rather 7 than x) ; l>ut the fourth series

is represented by g only, both b and d being missing. In High German
1) IT, t (not quite t), k occur only as finals ; as initials they passed into
irh generating ircp (written jt?/), t-k generating is (written z), while nh is

retained; 2) <p occurs only in pf = ir<p occasionally, as a generated sound,
Q is absent, and x is found ; 3) )3 (written w) is common, 5 is unknown,
but 7 occurs medial after long vowels in middle Germany ; 4) i </ ^,
properly speaking, do not occur at all in middle Germany, being substi-

tuted by peculiar ambiguous forms, which Merkel has explained under
the name of "implosions." Dutch has 1) tt, t (not quite t), k; 2)/ (not
tp), (no 0), x; 3) j8 (as well as v), (not S), y; ^) b, d (not quite vT),g
(only generated in very peculiar cases, otherwise always 7). In Hebrew
each of the six pairs ir <p, rQ, kx''> fiir fi, pt 5, 7,/c 7, had only one sign, the
differences depending entirely on the combinations. In Arabic v is want-
ing, and <j> is said to be/, t and k are each supplied by two varieties, but
6 and x remain

;
jj.ir remains, but is represented by iv only ; and t has

two forms, S remains
;
71K is absent, and 7 has two forms. These consi-

derations show that we must not judge of the habits of one language by
those of another. The real difficulty as respects /3, 5, 7, is finding exter-

nal evidence. The Romans wrote b, d, g, and could not well have written
anything else, for the digraphs bh, dh, gh, now so well known, would
have shocked them. Even modem Greeks, who certainly say )3, 5, 7, always
transliterate S and 7 by d, g, and only sometimes hesitate between b and
V for p. But the old and most regular substitution of B for F (Curtius,

Grundz,, 4th ed., p. 671 ffl.) shews that B had more probably the sound
of )8 than any other, and all the other substitutions point the same way.
But what it imports us to know, is the pronunciation in the time of Aiovv-
ffios. The usages of the old writers are xmcertain, because the manuscripts
belong to a period when B was most certainly ; hence only old coins or
inscriptions are of value. Liskovius (Ausspr. des Griech., 1825, p. 55 ffl.)

cites OKTABIA 2EBA2TH on a coin of Nero, A.D. 69, 4»AABI02 and
*AA0TI02 on coins of Titus A.D. 70, and Domitian A.D. 79, while
2EOTA2T. = (T€0aer. occurs on a coin of Trajan, A.D. 99, and NEPBA
occurs in 3 inscriptions, about A.D. 130, although all coins have NEPOTA2.
These seem to be only reconcilable with a jS sound. But one of the three

B, A, r, determines the rest. Hence we may feel tolerably secm-e that j8,

5, 7, which seem to be most probably implied by the very vague language
of the text, were the pronunciations then in use. And they have the
advantage of being those now universally employed in Greece.

This examination of the 24 letters to which Aioyv'<nos confines himself

(p. 41), gives us the most probable prontmciation of the 3 doubtful
vowels, da, li, vv, o{ the 2 long vowels, 77, « ; of the 2 short vowels, e, o ;

but determines nothing respecting the diphthongs, which he could not
have meant to be pronounced with the sounds of the separate vowels,
because we know this to have been impossible for ov. Hence ai, et, 01, ui,

av, 6u, ov have to be obtained from other sources. The 3 double semi-
voiced consonants, "V, Z, H were irtr or <p(r, zz, and k<t or x<^« I'he 5
simple semi-voiced consonants were called A, /x, *', p, <r, and no distinction

is made between p and ^—indeed the aspirate, being not provided with a
letter in the alphabet, ia not even named. Of the 9 voiceless conso-
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some being longer than long, and others shorter than short. [He illus-

trates this by the first syllables of 68os, ^6Bos, Tpdiros, (rTp6(pos, which
increase in length by remaining short; and by a-irArjv, which must be longer
than n although that is already long. He does not find it necessary to
consider why all long syllables should be considered twice as long as short
ones, but thinks it suflicient to show that short and long syllables havo
various lengths in prose and verse.]

Chapter xvii.—Every noun and verb or other part of speech, not being
monosyllabic, is spoken with a certain rhythm, which I call foot (ir<^Sa)

and rhythm (pv6/x6y). [He distinguishes and characterises the following :

1) rsyeficby or -nv^pixios, short-short, neither magnificent (;U67aAo7rpe7r^s) nor
solemn (oreuj'bs). 2) (tttov^^'los, long-long, has much dignity (d|iaj^a) and
solemnity {a-efjLvSTrjra). 3) Xafifios, short-long, not ignoble (^ovk ayeviis).

4) Tpoxo.'ios, long-short, softer (ixaXaKdoTepos) than the iamb and less noble
(aytyearepos). 5) [xopeTos] rpiffpaxvs, short-short-short, low {raireivhs),

without solemnity, {^a^^iuos), and ignoble {a-y^v)]s), and nothing noble
{•yevvatov) can be made of it. 6) /xoAorrhs, long-long-long, lofty {v\l>7]\hs)

and dignified {a^icoixaTiKos) and marching grandly (SmjSeySTj/ccbs us irrl iroXv).

7) hjKpi^paxvs, short-long-short, does not belong to the well-arranged

(6U(rx'?Ai<^''<«"') rhythms, but is broken {diaK€K\acrTai) and has much that is

feminine {OrjAv) and ignoble. 8) apairaiaros, short-short-iong, has much
solemnity {ae/j.i'STTjTa), suitable for giving grandeur (fieyedos) and passion

{vdOos). 9) Sa/cTvAos, long-short-short, is very solemn (ae/nphs), most
suitable for beauty of arrangement (els /caAAos ap/xovias), and hence a great
ornament to heroic metre. 10) KprjriKos, long-short-long, not ignoble.

11) PaKx^Tos, loug-long-short, manly (avSpcbdes) and suitable for solemnity

(els ceixvoKoyiau eVirrjSetoj'). 12) viro^aKx^^os, short-long-long, dignified

and grand (d|ta)/xa e^et koX jxiy^Qos).^ These twelve rhythms and feet are

the principal and measure every metrical or non-metrical utterance,

whence arise verses {crrixoi.) and phrases. All other rhythms and feet are

compounded of these. A simple rhythm cannot fall short of two, nor
exceed three syllables.*

nants, the sounds seem to have been, ittk, (pdx, fi^y- Nothing is said

of generated Z», dental d, g, but then also nothing is said of generated 7, (or

ng in sing), nor even of its being a variety of 7 or of v. Nothing is said of

the aspirate or of (>. In fact the whole list is very incomplete, but, with
other considerations, has given me great confidence in the correctness of

the restoration in Appendix I., p. 20.

* This gives a simple and convenient rule for practising the quantitative

pronunciation of words of more than three syllables. Thus, taking the

examples of more than three syllables in Appendix II., we must study

(17) ireTrat-Sev/ieVos iamb + dactyle, (18) oivo-^iacrixevMV trochee + cretic,

cvvov-aia iamb + iamb, 5e567 -/xeVots ditto, AriiJ.o(r-64vr]s spondee + iamb, (19)

ttaTpo-\6yos trochee + pyrrhic, aarv-vd/xos ditto, ^€i/o-56xos pjTrhic + pyrrhic,

api(T-ro-n6vos iamb + tribrach or apiaro-irovos amphibrach + j)yrrhic, (20)

€i/e-Ti0e«s pyrrhic + iamb, avTi-y6ur\ trochee + iamb, apKrro-Kpo.Tla amphi-
brach + anapest, (21) irpoa<TTei-xovTa sj^ondee + trochee, (22) aQavi-rolai

dactyl + trochee, iroXe-fxoio, pyrrhic + trochee, afKpirpv-wvos dactyl

+

trochee or a/xcpiT-pvwi/os spondee + amphibrach. The student should

endeavour to feel the effect of these difierent feet within one word,
and also to feel that the two feet together do not make up more
than one word on account of their having but one high syllable. All

the simple feet here mentioned should be studied by means of artificial
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Chapter xviii.—[After she.wing the importance of these remarks, Aio-

vx/ffios says :] Come, who would not allow that this funeral speech in

©ouKvStSTjs (ii. 35) is composed in a dignified and magnificent style. What
is it that makes this collocation of words so magnificent ? The mode in

which the phrases {rb. Kw\a) are composed of such rhythms as I have
described. [The leet as subsequently distinguished are here marked,
and

II
separates the phrases.]

First Phrase

:

- T I
- - ' : :\-,- -\- -j- - - II

01 fi€t/ iroWol Twv ivdade ijSrj ^IfrrjKOTWu

[three spondees, an anapest, a spondee, and a cretic] all dignified (o^i»-

(nariKoi), making the first phrase dignified (ae/ttj/Js).

Second Phrase

:

w - -Jv - _| _ « _
I

w - -
I

w - -
I
.

II

iiraiuovai rhv npoffdevra Tcp pSfitj) rhv \6yov rSvSe

[two hypobacchics, a cretic, two hypobacchics,] and a syllable with which
the phrase closes, so that this phrase is also justly solemn, and is com-
posed of the noblest and most beautiful rhythms.

syllables with different effects of pitch, as shewn in Appendix II , and in

cases there excluded as the dactyles high lo lo, (pal5ifios, $ov\eTo, low loH
d/cAees, ovpavhs, &c. The corresponding English measures wiQ be found
by substituting strong and weak for long and short in these, and the student
should learn to feel their very different effect. These are "force-
rhythms," and it is of the utmost importance to anyone who wishes to

appreciate ancient time-rhythms, not to confound the two. The Italic

letters in the following lines illustrate the force-rhythms corresponding
to the above time-rhythms :

—

1

)

hope springs eternal in the human breast (Pope) = force-pyrrhic.

2) hope springs eternal in the human breast = force-spondee.

3) hope springs eterndl in the hu
\
man breast = force-iamb.

4) quips and
\
cranks and

\
wanton

\
wiles (Milton) = force-trochee.

5) 6) 7) are not used as force-measures.

8) and the heart
\
that is soon

\
est awake

|
to thefiowWs (Moore) = force-

anapest.

9) just in the
\
gray of the

\
dawn as the

\
mists up |

rose from the
\

meadows (Longfellow) = force-dactyle.

10) 11) 12) are not used as measures.

Even the force-dactyl (9) is not used except in imitations, and the
force-pyrrhic (1) and force-spondee (2) are not conscious measures, so that

the English force-rhythms reduce to three, (3) the force-iamb, (4) force-

trochee, and ( 8) force-anapest. As length and quality of tone interfere

however, we have great variety of effects, but they are of a totally different

kind from the Latin and Greek, which require a special study of length
and much practice of ear to appreciate. See my remarks on English
metres in the Transactions of the Philological Society for 1875-6, pp.
435—449, 456—469. Atoj'iJ'o-tos illustrates the effect of feet va.pro8e at great
length, but only a short extract is here given from the next chapter, xvii.

Cicero does the same. The effect of quantity in prose is the most difficult

thing for moderns to appreciate. Hence the only easy pronunciation of

Greek is the modem, where quantity is entirely neglected, and a force-

accent used precisely as in English.

O •
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TMrd Phrase

:

- « - I«« -J - -
I

V V -
I

- w «I- V vl 1- -Iv
II

us KoXbv iirl rois e/c t£u TroXefioop dairrofieuois ayopevecrdai avrhv

[a cretic,* an anapest, a spondee, an anapest, two dactyles, and two spondeesf,

and a terminal syllable.] This phrase also is rendered noble (evyeuh) by
these feet. Most of ©oukuSiStjs is of this kind, and but little otherwise ; this

gives his style a lofty character (v^priXhs), beautiful (Ko\Ate7r)?s) and noble
{evy€u}]s), from his choice of rhythms (eKXeycav Tohs (ivOfxavs). [He then
gives specimens from U\dT(i}v and ArjfxoaOevTjs aa good, and 6 Mdyvr]s orocpiaT^s

'Hyr]<rlas as bad, comparing it with a similar description in*'0/i7jpos.J

Chapter xxii.—Ulvdapos. AeDx' iv x^P^^i ^&\6fimoi,
\\

iiri re KKvrav irefx-

irere x<^P'»'» ^^"Z. The second phrase begins with a vowel e (in i-irl), and
immediately foUows another vowel i, with which the preceding word
ends. Now these letters never combine to form one syllable {crvva\d<p€TaiX)

,

nor is I ever put before e in the same syllable. Hence a pause must be
made which strengthens both words, and gives them a steady progression.

'loSeVwv Xc£j86T6 (TT€(pdu(av Twv iapidpeiTTwv '\oifiap' Aiodev t4 (xe <rvu 'AyXatq,

tSere. Here the v of \oifiau is adjacent to S in Siddeu, and the i at the end
of 'AyKaicf. precedes the t in tSere.

&ovKvdldr]5 'A67]va7os ^vv4ypa^€ rhv Tr6\e/xou rZv TlfKo'irouvriaiwv Koi 'AOtj-

valoov. Here the adjective 'AQ-qvaios coming before ^vv4ypw^ie considerably
separates the words, for <r is never prefixed to | to be pronounced in the
same syllable. Hence we must pause after the tr and then sound the |.

And this feeling produces rouglmess and resistance. The following col-

lisions, first of V with tt, then v with t, v with tt again, and v with k, four

times in succession, much irritate {xo-pd-Trovaiv) the ear and considerably
disturb the flow. For in these parts of the writing there is nothing
which ought not to be distinguished {KOLToK-ri^Qwai) and first articu-

lated {iTiiffQr^vai) by the mouth down to the last letter, that all connected
with it may receive its own bright and pure power. Moreover the jux-
taposition of vowels at the end of the phrase in koX 'Adijmiwv interrupts

and sunders the continuity of the flow, occupying a very sensible time.

The two vowels i and a cannot combine, and hence cut the sound in two.
But continuous sounds, which are as it were ground together {a-vWeai-

ySfxevoi) produce agreeableness in language (rh €U6fl-e$).§

* Surely ws Ka\hv before a vowel is a dactyle.

t Siirely -dai before a vowel is short, so that -dai av- is an iamb.

X That is, never form a mixture or Kpaais.

§ The passages relating to 'OAu/iirtot itri, and Kai 'A^ajj/afwi', where the

first word in each case is said to end in t, have led some persons to suppose

that Aiovvffios pronouncedm ai as real diphthongs of two vowels ending in t.

We know, however, that at this time ai was a single vowel e prolonged,

and that it was only called a diphthong because written with two letters,

just as ea in each, great are often spoken of as a diphthong, in place of a
digraph. "We know also that t subscript was not pronounced, and yet

Atovv'ffios speaks of 'AyXaiq. as ending with i. Consequently there is no
need to suppose that oi was a real diphthong either. The language is

merely orthographical. As to the amount of pause we find similar combi-

nations within the same Greek word ; oi and e in oUrai, v and S in i.vdpa,

ai and a in AXas ; while v before t is quite common as ovtup, and v before tt,

K becomes /n, 7^, as in e/xTropos, iyKpar-fis. Hence much of this criticism may
be fanciful. But it is certain that there is a different feeling respecting the
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POSTSCRIPT.

There are two ways of pronouncing a foreign language. The first and
only practical method is, to ascertain what are the present habits of it?

native speakers and to follow them, both for the present and past stage of
the language. The second applies to past stages only, and consists of

fixing upon a period or succession of periods during which the language
had peculiar claims to attention, to discover, if possible, how the whole
language (not a few of its letters) was then pronounced, and to endeavour
to realise that pronunciation in actual speech. Perhaps few, if any, per-
sons have carried this method out with the same completeness as myself.
For English I have realised the difibrent pronunciations of Chaucer's and
Shakespere's times, so far as to read long passages from their works in

public. I have done the same for both Latin and Greek in the Augustan
period. "When, therefore, I recommend for practical use the Italian pro-
nunciation of Latin and Hellenic pronunciation of Greek, it is by no means
in ignorance of the fact that these were not the Ciceronian and Thucy-
didean pronunciations. Their value consists in their being real, indisput-

able, native pronunciations. We follow a precisely similar principle in

reading Sanscrit and Hebrew, which no one thinks of Anglicising.

Erasmus certainly endeavoured to think out the ancient pronunciation of

Greek, but he apparently confused all the early periods together, and must
have esteemed his result a mere curiosity, for, as we have seen (p, 5), he
never employed or taught it. The efforts of Cheke and Smith were alone
instrumental in importing the conjectures of Erasmus into school use.

These conjectures did not represent the pronunciation of Greek at any
period, but gave sounds which were not difficult to Englishmen of the six-

teenth century. Such sounds, then, could be used by schoolboys and
learned more easily than the Hellenic sounds, to which they had previously
had to submit. Greek and Latin in this way became, so far as pronunciation

collision of letters which end and begin a word, and those which come
together in the same word. Thus in French poetry open vowels are
entirely forbidden. It is impossible to say^cela ira" in serious French
verse. Yet "hair" is quite admissible. Hence there may be some foun-
dation for the preceding observations, which, however, like many others
in the treatise, ride a theory very hard. It is observable that in Chapter
xxiii. Atovvaios cites as a particularly good example of fine soimding words
and grace and smoothness in connection, the ode of 1dv<f>(o to 'A(}>poSiTri,

which was written in an ^olic dialect some six centuries before his time,

and which he probably could no more pronounce as SctTr^w would have
uttered it, than the average English reader can pronounce Gawin Douglas.
Hence the whole vaunted eueVeto, and X'^P*^ ^'^ "^V f^^v^init^ koX A.e»J-

TTj Tt rSiv apfxovicov, where the " words are juxtaposed and connected accord-
ing to the physical proprieties and connections of the letters," must have
been mainly thought into the reading by himself. It reminds me
forcibly of the " grand sound " which I have heard ladies say they
found in Greek, as uttered on a school speech day, where the pronun-
ciation is enough to drive a real Greek mad.
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was concerned, a part of English speech, without any separate individu-

ality in a learner's mind, just as our boys at present, when they spout

Homer, have little or no notion that they would be utter barbarians to

the Greeks of all time. Hence the sound given to the Greek letters

changed with the change in the pronunciation of English. In Germany,
also, the Erasmians have changed with the time, and English and German
Greek, although formed on the same results af an imperfect investigation,

have become mutually unintelligible when heard. Such a result is not
very creditable to scholarship.

Tlie only basis for a European usage, is the modern habit of pronouncing-

Latin at Eome, where it has never ceased to be a liturgical language, and
Greek at Athens or Constantinople, where even the old form is in familiar

ecclesiastical use. Those who wish to appreciate verse, will superadd an
occasional philological and scientific pronunciation, similar, at least so

far as accent and quantity are concerned, to the Dionysian. But it is

certainly a question whether, with such a vastly increased cm-riculum of

education as is forced upon us by the increase of knowledge, it can be
wise to oblige schoolboys to spend valuable time over such merely esthetical

and antiquarian matters as a system of versification founded upon extinct,

and even disputed, habits of pronunciation. I am not under the delusion

of supposing that scholars will at once adopt my conclusions respecting

the meaning to be assigned to Dionysius's remarks. But can it be worse
to read Greek verse as a Hellene, than as a Briton ? I trow not ; at least

I cannot conceive anything much more horrible than the last, except,

indeed, an imtaught Frenchman's attempt to read out Shakspere. If we
read Greek at all, let us, at least, habitually read it so that a Greek may
understand us, and not have to close his ears against the noise !

September, 1876. A. J. E.
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